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Abstract

As the global volume of data is growing exponentially, our digital infrastructure is under tremendous

stress. Experts forecast an over 4x increase in the amount of generated, transmitted, stored and

processed data by 2025 compared to the 2018 levels, primarily fuelled by Internet-connected sensors

and devices commonly referred to as the Internet of Things (IoT). This trend has accelerated several

research and development fields that aim to cope with this unprecedented growth, including the

subject of our focus, data compression. It is versatile and allows for improvements at all stages of the

IoT data lifecycle. Compressed data takes up less memory and storage on end devices and requires

less energy to transmit. Efficient compression schemes significantly reduce the long-term storage

requirements of data warehouses and cloud storage. It can even speed up analysis by lowering the

performance penalty of fetching data from hard drives, utilizing main memory more efficiently and

even allowing direct query evaluation. This thesis explores how Generalized Deduplication (GD), a

novel data compression framework enables new possibilities from data transmission and privacy to

efficient querying.

To investigate source compression, we studied the use case of smart metering, where connected devices

measure electricity consumption and report it to the utility provider at configurable time intervals.

We have proposed four new compression methods that considerably outperform the currently used

algorithms, allowing an order of magnitude more frequent reporting simultaneously. Evaluations were

conducted on a real-life dataset including 95 Danish consumers over nine months. We have found that

one of our techniques, which exploits redundancies in the data format, reduces message size by up to

83% when readings are immediately uploaded. Our pattern-based compressor, which is applicable for

a wide range of multidimensional time series well beyond smart meter readings, achieves compression

gains up to 74% when power consumption is reported every hour.

Data compression may have unintended effects when applied to sensitive information, as demon-

strated by multiple side-channel attacks on compressed-encrypted data transfer. Since power con-

sumption can be an indicator of the habits of the people living in the same household, privacy concerns

must be considered when uploading readings. To this end, we first quantified the correlation between

compressed message size and encoded power use and found that some of the standard compressors

exceed 75%, leaking enough information that allows a passive observer of the encrypted network traffic

to infer the daily routine of tenants. Based on this exploit, we presented a possible large-scale attack

that allows easy classification of compromised households by similar daily routines, using acquired

network logs. We have shown that the message sizes of our novel data compressors are less than
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20% correlated with the power consumption when reporting period is under an hour and 35% more

resistant to the presented clustering-based attacks than the currently used methods.

IoT data is often analyzed in relational databases using complex queries. Many systems support

multiple compression schemes to reduce storage requirements and speed up loading data from high-

latency hard drives. We have designed new integer compressors based on Generalized Deduplication

and used Hyrise, an open-source columnar database for evaluations with industry-standard analytical

benchmarks, TPC-H and Join Order Benchmark. Our results show that GD-based encoders can achieve

19% higher compression than LZW, complete the benchmark 24x faster, and compress 48% better

than the default Dictionary Encoding while being only 20% slower in queries. Our novel segments

represent a new breed of encoders, as they can adapt their configuration to both the input data

and the experienced workload as data becomes less relevant over time. A self-driving database that

detects a significant change of access and query patterns can instruct our compressors to adjust data

representation and optimize it for the updated priorities. With an order-preserving transformation

function, GD-compressed data segments can even be searched without reconstructing a single value,

thanks to our proposed novel algorithm.
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Resumé

I takt med at den globale mængde af data gror eksponsielt, lægges vores digital infrastruktur under et

enormt press. Eksperter fourers in 4 dobbelt forøgelse i mængden af genereret, transmitteret, lagret, og

processeret data i 2025 sammenlignet med niveauet i 2018. Stigning skyldes især internet forbunden

sensorer og enheder, ofte kaldet Tingenes Internet (IoT). Denne tendens har acceleret flere forsknings

og udviklings områder hvis mål er at håndtere denne, ikke føre oplevet, stigning. Disse områder inklu-

dere vores fokus, data komprimering. Komprimering er alsidig og tillader forbedering på alle stadig i

livscyklusen for IoT data. Komprimeret Ata optager mindre hukommelse og lagering på slutenheder og

kræver mindre energi ved transmission. Langtids lageringskrav for datavarehuse og lagering i skyen

bliver reduceres kraftig af effektive data komprimerings strategier. Disse strategier kan ende forøge

hastigheden for dataanalyse ved at reducere straffen ved at hente data fra harddiske, benyttet hukom-

melsen mere effektiv, og tillade direkt forsørgelse. Denne afhandling udforsker hvordan generaliseret

deduplikering, en ny komprimerings teknologi, tillader nye muligheder for data tranmission, privatliv,

og effektiv data forespørgelser.

For at undersøge komprimering ved datakilden, udforskede vi muligheden af smart-målinger hvor

enheder målt elektricitetsforbruget og reporteret dette til en central enhed ved konfigurerbart tidsin-

tervaller. Vi forslår fire ny komprimerings metoder som yder signifikant bedere en nuværende brugte

algoritmer, hvilket tillader en størrelseorden oftere rapportering inden for samme tid. Evaluering

benyttes et hverdags datasæt der inkluderet 95 danske forbruger for en ni måneders periode. Vi fandt

at en af vores teknikker, som udnyttet repetition i data format, reducere beskedstørrelsen med op

til 83% når aflæsninger er uploaded med det samme. Vores mønster baseret kompressor, der kan

benyttet på en bred vifte af multidimensionelle datatidsserier udover smart-måler aflæsninger, opnår

en komprimering forøgelse på op til 74% når strømforbruget er rapporteres hver time.

Data komprimering har utilsigtet konsekvenser når det benyttes på sensitive information, hvilket er

demonstrer ved flere side-channel angreb på komprimeret og krypteret datatransfer. Da strømforbrug

kan benyttes som en indikations for vaner for folk der lever i den samme husholdning, skal bekymringer

om ret til privatliv tages til efterretning når læsninger uploades. For at gøre dette, kvantificeret vi først

forholdet mellem den komprimeret besked størrelse og enkodet strømforbrug og vi fandt at nogle af

standard benyttet kompressoren lækker over 75% information. Hvilket tillader en passiv observatør

af det krypteret netværkstrafik at kunne gistne om beboers daglig vaner. Baseret på dette præsentere

vi et mulig storstilet angreb der tillader nem klassifikation af kompromitteret husholdninger med

ligende/ens dagligdags rutiner ved at benyttet de opsamlet netværks logs. We hare vist at besked
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størrelsen for vores nye kompressor er 20% mindre sammenkoblet med energiforbruget når en periode

rapporters inden for en time og 35% mere resistent overfor eksisterende clustering-baseret angreb end

nuværende løsninger.

IoT data er ofte analyseret i relationelle databaser ved bruge af komplekse forsørgelser. Mange systemer

understøtter flere forskellige komprimerings strategier for at reducere mængden af lagerplads der

er behov for og for at forøgehastigheden med hvilken data læses fra høj-latens fastpladelager. Vi har

designet en ny integrer kompressor baseret på generaliseret deduplikering og benytter Hyrise, en

open-source kolonneformet database til evaluering af industryleden analytisk benchmark, TPC-H and

Join Order Benchmark. Vores resultater viser at generalised deduplikations baseret enkodere opnår

19% højre komprimerings en LZW og færdiggøre benchmark 24 gange hurtigere og komprimere 48%

bedere en default Dictionary Encoding mens hastighed for vores forsørgelser kun sænkes med 20%

Vores nye arkitektur repræsenter en ny type af enkoder da der er i stand til at ændre deres konfiguration

både for input data og den observeret arbejdsbyrde bliver mindre relevant med tiden. En selvkørende

database der opdager ændringer i forespørgselsmønstrene kan instruer vores kompressor til at tilpasse

sig datarepræsentation og optimer dem til de opdateret prioriteter. Med en ordensbevarende transfor-

mations funktion, kan generaliseret deduplikering komprimer data segmenter således at søgning er

mulighed uden behov for rekonstruktion af en enkle værdi grunde den nye algoritme vi præsentere.
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1 Background

Before diving into the specific research results of this thesis, we first introduce the relevant fields,

technologies and concepts. Readers with a computer science background will understand our research

context, motivation and results after reviewing the following sections. This chapter first introduces the

challenge of data compression and shows standard techniques we have compared to or built on. Then,

we describe the fundamental compression scheme that underpins most of our results: generalized

deduplication. After these general compression-related topics relevant to the entire PhD work, we

move on to fields specific to our three main themes.

1.1 Data Compression
Algorithms that aim to reduce data size are commonly referred to as compressors. They typically

achieve their goals by a single technique or a combination of them, such as removing padding or

exploiting assumptions about the data distribution. Compressors are traditionally classified based on

the precision to which they can reconstruct the original information.

Lossy algorithms achieve savings by removing information from the input data and only keeping

what is deemed important. These methods are responsible for the majority of data savings across

the entire digital world, as they are predominantly used for compressing video, audio and images.

Most of the commonly known compressed data formats are members of this group, including JPEG for

images, MPEG for video and MP3 for audio. Lossless methods retain all information in the compressed

representation and can reproduce the input data identically. While these techniques generally yield

less size reduction than lossy compressors, many use cases require that data is precisely recalled after

decompression.

All topics explored in this thesis fall into the latter category, as reconstruction typically has to be exact

for IoT data. Therefore, we first review the relevant lossless compression algorithms directly related to

our research and commonly used for processing time series.

Null Suppression

File formats and data protocols typically define the width of an array as a fixed number of bytes based

on the expected range of values. Since they must be general enough to accommodate outliers, the

allocated sizes are often significantly longer than most of the actual data values require. When the
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Chapter 1. Background

Compressed Data

Decimal Binary (4 bytes per value)

6040 
1249 
4849 
1182 
382 

3249 
3462 
2500 
824 
209

00000000 00000000 00010111 10011000 
00000000 00000000 00000100 11100001 
00000000 00000000 00010010 11110001 
00000000 00000000 00000100 10011110 
00000000 00000000 00000001 01111110 
00000000 00000000 00001100 10110001 
00000000 00000000 00001101 10000110 
00000000 00000000 00001001 11000100 
00000000 00000000 00000011 00111000 
00000000 00000000 00000000 11010001

Byte-oriented NS Bit-oriented NS

00010111 10011000 
00000100 11100001 
00010010 11110001 
00000100 10011110 
00000001 01111110 
00001100 10110001 
00001101 10000110 
00001001 11000100 
00000011 00111000 
00000000 11010001 

10111 10011000 
00100 11100001 
10010 11110001 
00100 10011110 
00001 01111110 
01100 10110001 
01101 10000110 
01001 11000100 
00011 00111000 
00000 11010001 

10111100 11000001 
00111000 01100101 
11100010 01001001 
11100000 10111111 
00110010 11000101 
10110000 11001001 
11000100 00011001 
11000000 00110100 
01000000          

Serialize

Bit-oriented NS Output

40 bytes 20 bytes 17 bytes

Original Data

Compress

Figure 1.1: Null Suppression removes the leading zeros to reduce data footprint. The bit-oriented version needs
to be serialized into bytes before transport or storage.

signal only contains integers in the lower end of the reserved range, many of the leading bits are zeros

across all values. A straightforward way to reduce data size is to remove these constant bits that do not

carry any information. This compression method is referred to as Null Suppression (NS) or bitpacking.

In practice, we differentiate bit- and byte-oriented NS. Since data transmission and storage both use

byte-level allocation, the output of bit-level null suppression must be serialized into bytes. Packing and

unpacking bits into a byte stream requires additional processing by the compressor and decompressor

but yields higher savings (see Figure 1.1). This extra step is unnecessary for byte-oriented NS since

the compressed values naturally align with byte boundaries. Therefore, choosing one or the other

approach is a trade-off between speed and size (as almost always with data compression algorithms),

and the best choice can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. As the width of compressed

values depends on the data, the compressor has to encode this size in the compressed representation.

For bit-oriented NS, the encoded size refers to the number of bits per value, whereas the byte-level

compression stores the number of bytes per element.

Null suppression does not transform the data values themselves, therefore considered a fast and simple

algorithm that is well suited to a wide range of applications, including cases where compression is

performed on low-powered embedded devices. Since it retains a fixed width for each data value (albeit

a shorter one), the compressed representation is still randomly accessible like the original array, which

is generally desirable. However, there is a performance penalty when accessing null-suppressed arrays.

As shown on Figure 1.2, the slowdown may be significant. We measured the runtime of searching a

sorted array of 32-bit integers with different numbers of bits removed. The compile-time optimized

version is approximately half as fast as searching a non-compressed vector. If the number of bits per

element is chosen at runtime, the slowdown is closer to 3x.

Due to its compression mechanism, NS is very sensitive to large or negative numbers. Since every

value is encoded with the same width, even a single value that requires much more bits than all

others can ruin the compression of the whole array. Negative values effectively prevent compression

with traditional NS since they are typically stored in two’s complement encoding where the most

significant bit is a one, and there are no leading zeros to be eliminated. Although, this problem can

be solved by allowing the deletion of not only zeros, but formulating NS in a more general way: a

method to represent a set of values using the least possible bits/bytes. Small negative values can also

be compressed in this case, but an extra sign bit has to be stored for every value.
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1.1. Data Compression

Bits per value

B
in

ar
y 

S
ea

rc
h 

Ti
m

e 

50 ns

90 ns

130 ns

170 ns

32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22

Std. Vector Null Suppressed Compile-time optimized NS

Figure 1.2: Binary search time of 65k integers stored as regular or null-suppressed vectors. Average of 1000 runs.

Delta Compression

One of the weaknesses of null suppression is that small values are needed for significant compression.

While this applies in some use cases, as discussed previously, other data sets may consist of large

values with minor variances. Delta compression aims to exploit this property by storing only null-

suppressed differences of consecutive items (see Figure 1.3). Reconstruction of the encoded sequence

requires that the first value is stored as-is. When data values are close to each other, delta compression

practically converts a low-variance signal (from any numeric domain) to a list of small values, which are

susceptible to high compression using null suppression. It works best with monotonically increasing

unsigned integer signals such as primary keys in a database or the power consumption register in

smart meters.

A significant disadvantage of this method is the loss of random access. Since compressed values form

a chain (each is the delta from the previous one), reconstructing an arbitrary offset requires calculating

every prior value. Additionally, it inherits the typical weaknesses of null suppression: even a single

negative or large delta (outlier) increases the number of bits (or bytes) of all deltas.

Frame of Reference

An improved version of delta encoding brings back the random access and guarantees the absence of

negative values simultaneously. The algorithm called Frame of Reference (FoR) stores the difference of

each element to the global minimum of values. This way, the compressed elements no longer refer to

each other and decompression of an arbitrary value is possible without reconstructing any other value.

Also, since deltas are based on the common minimum, all of them are greater or equal to zero.

6390 
6414 
6424 
6436 
6419 
6402 
6406 
6402 
6389 
6399

6390 
24 
9 

12 
-17 
-16 
4 
-4 

-13 
10

Original Data Delta

Compress

1
25
35
47
30
13
18
13
0

10

Frame of Reference

Min = 6389

Patched FoR

Window Size = 5

13 
18
13
0

10

Min = 6389

0
24
33
45
28

Min = 6390

Figure 1.3: Compression of the same data series with Delta, Frame of Reference and Patched FoR methods.
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Chapter 1. Background

The FoR concept is typically implemented as the Patched Frame of Reference (PFoR) algorithm, where

a data stream is split into segments where each one is compressed separately (see Figure 1.3). This

partitioning is advantageous because otherwise the global minimum has to be determined before

compression starts. This requires stalling incoming data and causes transmission delays. The segment

length is typically fixed based on the application’s latency requirements and memory available for

compression.

Run Length Encoding

Subsequent data values are sometimes identical for long, continuous sequences. A simple compression

method called Run Length Encoding (RLE) eliminates these so-called "runs" of repeating values by

storing the number of copies followed by the actual value (see Figure 1.4). While it is highly efficient in

terms of compression rate, computational complexity and memory requirement, this method can also

increase data size when there are many non-repeating values in the dataset.

Because RLE stores the length of every run (including runs of a single element), it requires a sequence

of two repeating values to break even and at least three to achieve compression. Additionally, since run

lengths may vary between two data arrays, the compressed representation is not randomly accessible.

The decompressor must parse the encoded data to the requested offset to reconstruct it. Therefore,

RLE is only ideal in specific situations where the data is guaranteed to adhere to the expected long

sequences of identical values.

Dictionary Encoding

An array may consist of just a few distinct elements but do not form long identical sequences. Dic-

tionary encoding can bring significant compression in this case while also providing constant time

random access. It works by collecting the unique values to a dictionary and representing each original

data value by its dictionary index (see Figure 1.4). Since the dictionary is relatively short and its offsets

are small positive integers, the list of indexes (often called the Attribute Vector) is a prime candidate for

null suppression.

Random access is a two-step process with dictionary-encoded data. First, the dictionary index of the

requested value is loaded from the attribute vector. Then, this index is extracted from the dictionary.

Note that determining the dictionary offset from the attribute vector is a constant time operation since

it shares offsets with the original data: the dictionary index that corresponds to the ith element of the

original data array is located at index i in the attribute vector.

5850
5850
5850
360
360
768

5850
768
768
360

Original Data Run Length Encoding

3
5850

2
360

1
768

1
5850

2
768

1
360

360 
768

5850

2
2
2
0 
0
1
2
1
1
0

Dictionary Encoding

Dictionary Attribute Vector

Compress

Figure 1.4: Compression of the same data series with Run Length Encoding and Dictionary Encoding.
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1.1. Data Compression

Dictionary encoding also supports low-cost searching (given a value, return all offsets where this value

is located). The key is sorting the dictionary before constructing the attribute vector. If the value is

present in the encoded data, it must be an element of the dictionary. Therefore, to determine the

existence of the query value and its dictionary index, only a cheap, O(log (l en(di ct i onar y))) search is

required. If the value is present in the data, the attribute vector is traversed in O(len(seg ment )) time,

and the matching offsets are collected. Even though the complete process is (worst-case) linear in

runtime, the sorted dictionary search makes it applicable in many practical scenarios.

Even though dictionary encoding is not a universal compressor, it is widely used in practice with low

cardinality data like status flags, bitmaps and strings from a small set of possible values like country,

city or person names. It also benefits from being type-agnostic: the same algorithm and generic

implementation can be used with integers, fractional numbers, strings or even complex types.

Huffmann Coding

While not traditionally considered a file compressor by itself, Huffmann coding [1]. It is also used

to compress a list of values (symbols in this notation) where some are more likely to appear than

others. It works by assigning a variable-length codeword to each symbol, where the length is inversely

proportional to the frequency of the symbol. Since commonly used codewords are encoded with fewer

bits, the resulting data stream allocates less space than a fixed-width index .

Huffmann coding produces a minimum length prefix code among frequency-based encoding schemes.

The property guarantees that no two codewords share the same beginning and can be serialized

compactly without delimiters or additional encoding. The only overhead is the codeword table, which

is unique to the data and must be included in the compressed representation. While using Huffmann

coding achieves the highest compression among prefix codes, its drawback is the lack of random

access. Since the codewords have different lengths, reconstructing a symbol at an arbitrary index

requires reading and parsing the stream of codewords until the requested offset is reached.

Lempel-Ziv Compressors

A well-known universal compressor was introduced by Lempel and Ziv [2] in 1977 and improved by

several researchers over the years. The original LZ77 algorithm uses a sliding window over an arbitrary

string of bytes and identifies the longest repeating substrings it has already seen. When such a string is

found, it is replaced by a pair of offsets [o, l ] where o is the number of characters back to the beginning

of the match, and l is the length of the repeating substring. Compression is achieved when the pairs

are shorter than the substrings they replace. To illustrate how it works, consider the following sequence

of characters as the compressible data:

a b a b c b a b a b a a (12 bytes)

There are multiple repeating substrings: ab, aba, bab and abab. For simplicity, let us assume that

every character allocates a single byte (e.g., using the ASCII encoding), and an offset-length pair

requires two bytes. In this case, replacing any occurrence of ab with a back reference pair would not

yield any savings, and the compressor ignores these matches. Since longer matches are preferred over

shorter ones, the compressed output includes a single back reference for abab:
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a b a b c b [6,4] a a (10 bytes)

To further illustrate why longer sequences are replaced, consider the following valid encodings that

perform worse than the previous one. They use back references for aba, bab and ab respectively.

a b a b c b [6,3] b a a (11 bytes)

a b a b c b a [6,3] a a (11 bytes)

a b [2,2] c b [4,2] [2,2] a a (12 bytes)

The original LZ77 algorithm has been revised several times to improve the compression ratio and

throughput. A version modified by Welch [3] and referred to as Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) has quickly

become popular as it provided a practical and efficient implementation for computers of its time.

Lempel-Ziv Markov chain Algorithm (LZMA) is a different variant using a Markov chain to predict the

next bit when encoding the dictionary. It is employed in the famous 7-Zip archiver application. Most

of the current Internet traffic is also compressed with a descendant of the LZ family. The DEFLATE

algorithm [4], widely used in the HTTP protocol, is in fact a combination of LZ77 and Huffman coding.

1.2 Generalized Deduplication
Both delta and frame-of-reference compressors can be considered as ways to boost the efficiency of

null suppression by transforming the input data into a new representation that aligns better with the

expectations of NS. A similar improvement is possible for dictionary encoding.

The novel method introduced by Vestergaard et al. [5] called Generalized Deduplication (GD) aims

to produce more duplicates among similar (but not identical) values by extracting a small piece of

information that makes them different. GD does not specify how exactly this should be done, but the

user provides it as an arbitrary procedure called the transformation function. It takes a data value as

input and deconstructs it to a base and a small deviation, where similar inputs should produce identical

bases and different deviations. Compression is achieved by de-duplicating the bases. A base identifier

is stored for each deviation, similarly to how an attribute vector stores indexes in the dictionary. The

decompressor performs the same process in reverse: given a base-deviation pair, it reconstructs the

original value by applying the inverse transformation function. This process is illustrated by Figure 1.5.

Since the GD framework allows any reversible transformation function, it can be customized based

on the data characteristics. This flexibility makes it applicable in a vast range of use cases from time
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Figure 1.5: Example of Generalized Deduplication
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series [6] to file systems [7]. GD can achieve high compression if there is sufficient similarity between

data values that can be captured with an appropriate transformation. However, this function does not

need to be engineered separately for every data source. Several general-purpose algorithms have been

proposed, including Hamming and Reed-Solomon error correction codes [5, 8–10], considering the

last few bits or bytes as deviation [11], and an adaptive method that measures cross-correlation of bit

offsets to determine which ones should form the deviation [12]. Even though these are all relatively

simple functions, we expect to see more sophisticated stateful transformations that achieve even

higher compression levels.

1.3 Operations on Compressed Data
The primary goal of lossless compression algorithms is to represent the input data with as few bytes as

possible. Data is often fully decompressed when it needs to be used, for example, at the receiver of

network transmission or when a file is downloaded from a cloud storage system. In these scenarios, the

typical trade-off is speed versus compression rate. Many methods offer the user parameters to control

this balance, usually whether more time should be spent finding and exploiting higher compression

potential. Based on the concrete use case, either compression, decompression or both speeds may be

essential and act as the opposing end of the speed-compression balance. There may also be a strict

limit on the amount of available memory for low-powered data sources like sensors. Compression is

starting to be considered an operational data format where some procedures are carried out without

decompression.

Random Access

When the application needs only a tiny fragment of a compressed file, it is wasteful to decompress all of

it. The random access capability of a compressor describes how many bytes have to be reconstructed

to access an arbitrary byte offset. In the context of time series data, this is scaled to the width of the

used data type, e.g., how many elements of the original data array must be decompressed to access

the requested one. Some compressors discussed above support constant-time random access. Null

suppression, frame of reference, run-length encoding, dictionary encoding and generalized deduplica-

tion are all able to reconstruct any single value without having to decompress others. However, delta

compression and members of the LZ family have to decode the data all the way up to the requested

offset. Compressors that do not offer constant-time random access typically reduce average access cost

by encoding data in smaller chunks [13]. If shorter compression windows are used, fewer values must

be reconstructed to reach the requested offset. However, since less data usually degrades compression

performance, the window has to stay large enough to allow adequate size reductions. Therefore, this

strategy has severe limitations and is generally avoided when a use case requires fast random access.

Analytics

One of the cutting-edge research topics is designing compressors that support various data analytics

directly on the compressed representation. Operations include searching for a given value, finding

matches based on simple arithmetic relationships (e.g., smaller, greater or equal, not equal), or

aggregations like sum, mean or standard deviation. Other techniques provide fast approximate results

based on a partial compressed data representation [14–16].
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Dictionary encoding with minor extensions is one technique that supports several exact analysis

operations. For example, finding all offsets where the stored element is smaller or equal to a given

value requires a fast binary search of the dictionary to locate the first greater element, followed by

filtering the attribute vector for dictionary indexes up to the found offset. Calculating the mean is

even faster, as it only uses the dictionary and the frequency of each item. The runtime of computing

some aggregations is proportional to the number of unique elements in the data array, which may

be multiple orders of magnitude smaller than the total size. Therefore, dictionary encoding can

achieve the "holy grail" of compressors by reducing the data size and improving query performance

simultaneously (on low cardinality data). As we will show later, generalized deduplication with an

appropriate transformation function is also able to speed up search operations, even outperforming

dictionary encoding in some cases.

1.4 Smart Meter Communications
In order to respond to the challenges of introducing smart metering, utility providers across the

world formed the Device Language Message Specifications (DLMS) User Association and developed

a common standard for data transmissions between smart meters and their server back-ends. The

highly flexible DLMS data format supports different utility types like power, gas and water. It covers all

communications aspects, including reporting (meters to server) and remote configuration (server to

meters).

In most European countries, power consumption is recorded every 15 minutes and uploaded in

batches at pre-configured intervals, typically once daily. A data packet, called an Application Packet

Data Unit (APDU), includes more than just electricity usage. Additional information like measure-

ment identification numbers, timestamps, status information of the meter, active and reactive power

consumption and energy generation (e.g., by solar panels or windmills) are also encoded. Meters can

record data for multiple independent measurement profiles, consisting of sets of signals (from a set

of 150 available in a modern smart meter) and a trigger condition for upload. The profile recording

consumption readings is just one of the many loggers running in parallel. The data packet starts with

a header describing its contents and structure to identify the profile of the uploaded APDU belongs.

Even though the header may vary across smart meter manufacturers, it is identical across all APDUs of

the same profile.

A typical side-effect of general data formats is high overhead, and DLMS is no exception. Over the

years, several compressors have been added to the protocol to reduce upload sizes. We compared our

proposed compression methods against the following built-in algorithms of the DLMS protocol suite

(see Figure 1.6):

• Delta Array applies delta compression on data arrays, using byte-oriented null suppression to

serialize the differences with fewer bytes.

• Null Value compression replaces an array element with a single-byte NULL marker if it is identical

to the previous one or different in a predictable way. For example, if the time difference between

consecutive readings is the expected 15 minutes, the full 14-byte timestamps are unnecessary to

store and are represented by NULL markers.

• ITU-T V.44 [17] is a universal compressor similar to the LZ family, using a sliding window and

backwards substitution. It is applied to the whole encoded APDU (e.g., header and data together),
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Uncompressed

LogID  Timestamp           A14(Wh)    A23(Wh)    R12(varh)   R34(varh)
14653  26-05-2019 02:00    116465     32558      28868       51060    .
14654  26-05-2019 02:15    116569     32558      28877       51075    .
14655  26-05-2019 02:30    116753     32558      28877       51095    .
14656  26-05-2019 02:45    116933     32558      28877       51116    .

DLMS Null Compressed

LogID  Timestamp           A14(Wh)    A23(Wh)    R12(varh)   R34(varh)
14653  26-05-2019 02:00    116465     32558      28868       51060    .
NULL   NULL                116569     NULL       28877       51075    .
NULL   NULL                116753     NULL       NULL        51095    .
NULL   NULL                116933     NULL       NULL        51116    .

DLMS Delta Compressed

LogID  Timestamp           A14(Wh)    A23(Wh)    R12(varh)   R34(varh)
14653  26-05-2019 02:00    116465     32558      28868       51060    .
1   26-05-2019 02:15    104        0          9           15       .
1   26-05-2019 02:30    184        0          0           20       .
1   26-05-2019 02:45    180        0          0           21       .

Figure 1.6: Illustration of DLMS data compression on four readings. The blue values are changed by the com-
pressors and encoded with fewer bytes.

where the readings may have already been compressed with the previous methods. Since this

algorithm has an active patent and no freely available implementation, we have substituted LZW

and LZMA as practical alternatives in our evaluations.

It is worth mentioning that both Delta Array and Null Value compressors use the first reading of

an APDU as the reference, and only subsequent records are compressed. Therefore, if recorded

consumption is immediately uploaded, neither method provides any size reductions.

1.5 Side-Channel Information Leak
We protect the confidentiality of information in untrusted environments using various techniques.

Similarly, there are many ways to challenge these protections to reveal secrets, such as plaintext

data or encryption keys. So-called side-channel attacks rely on extra information about the system

executing cryptographic operations rather than trying to find errors in the encryption scheme itself

or its implementation. By externally observing the device’s physical characteristics, such as power

consumption, CPU frequency, temperature, noise, timing or cache usage, sophisticated side-channel

attacks can infer encryption keys or other secret materials. Examples of such attacks are the famous

Spectre and Meltdown vulnerabilities, discovered in 2017. They exploit cache-based side channels,

which are enabled by speculative code execution, and access memory regions of other processes

(including the operating system).

Data compression can also be an enabler of side-channel attacks, even though it is not considered

a scheme to protect data confidentiality. Attackers exploit that compression algorithms predictably

decrease data size. Strategically adding bytes into the plaintext data and monitoring the resulting
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compressed size reveals whether the injected bytes already existed in the original message. This

technique allows extracting the plaintext from an encrypted message when compression is applied

after encryption, and the attacker can observe the message size in transit.

The idea of this exploit [18] was first introduced in 2002 with practical applications demonstrated a

decade later. The two proposed attacks, dubbed CRIME [19] (Compression Ratio Info-leak Made Easy)

and BREACH [20] (Browser Reconnaissance and Exfiltration via Adaptive Compression of Hypertext)

target different parts of the encrypted Internet traffic, making them exceptionally widely applica-

ble. Unfortunately, all requirements of a compression-based attack are satisfied by the information

exchange between browsers and web servers. The attackers in this scenario are trying to steal the

user’s session cookies, which are random strings that identify them and are bundled into every re-

quest. The CRIME exploit compromises TLS encryption to steal the cookie, allowing an attacker to

impersonate users towards different web services and potentially launch follow-up attacks using the

hijacked sessions. BREACH achieves the same goal by exploiting the compression built into the HTTP

protocol, which is more commonly used than TLS compression. They both rely on compressors doing

their job and reducing data size when similarity is found. By controlling (part of) the HTTP request

and observing the compressed packet sizes, a strategically crafted attack vector can reveal the secret

cookie in under a minute. Similarly to Spectre and Meltdown, the only viable countermeasure against

these attacks is to completely turn off the exploited feature. The result is a significant performance

drop without speculative code execution and increased data transmission without TLS and HTTP

compression.

In some cases, it is not even necessary to manipulate the payload in order to exploit compression and

learn something about the data. For example, when an IoT sensor transmits a compressed data stream

of readings, an increase in message size suggests a higher variance of the uploaded readings. This

effect can be caused by an outlier or a sudden change in the signal. Compressors typically produce

larger output when data values are less similar to each other. Since IoT devices usually transmit an

array of integers or fixed-point fractional numbers, even simple algorithms like null suppression

are vulnerable. Therefore, applying compression to IoT data is a non-trivial decision. On the one

hand, it is highly desirable to enable it due to a large number of end devices, the goal to minimize

their power consumption (a considerable portion of which may be used for transmission) and the

low speed of their data connection. However, compression may leak information even if encryption

is applied (which is also an expensive operation for a battery-powered low-end sensor). Therefore,

privacy-preserving data compression methods are required in these cases.

1.6 Columnar Databases
Column-oriented relational database management systems [21] decompose tables vertically and store

data by columns rather than the traditional row-oriented layout. The main benefits of this design are

twofold: faster data access can be achieved as non-queried attributes are not loaded from storage,

and columns have higher compression potential than rows since all values share the same data type

and likely similar distribution [22]. On the flip side, inserts, updates and deletes are slower in column

stores because a tuple change requires multiple writes. Therefore, row stores are better suited for

transactional workloads where insert speed is critical, while columnar databases excel in analytical use

cases due to the improved access times and significant long-term storage footprint reductions [23].
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Figure 1.7: Positioning Hyrise in the tree of prominent database technologies and systems.

Besides vertical splitting, modern column stores also physically partition columns into horizontal

segments [24–27], which is also the unit of compression. This technique boosts both the speed and

size advantages of column-oriented storage. When a column is scanned during query execution,

whole segments can be skipped based on simply checking the minimum and maximum values. While

compression is typically better with more data, segmenting can also help by separating parts of large

columns where data distribution changes over time. Thus, values within a segment are likely to be

more similar than values of the whole column, yielding higher compression rates. Many systems

avoid in-place data modifications to overcome expensive updates and adopt techniques such as

accumulating edits separately and applying them in bulk (e.g., MonetDB) or creating new virtual

versions of the segment in the rare event of something changing (e.g., Hyrise [25]). Additionally,

some databases stopped using persistent storage for operations altogether and instead, they load the

complete database to memory at startup.

Hyrise

Hyrise [25] is a modern, in-memory, relational column store. It is an open-source research database1

written in C++17, featuring an extensible segment encoding framework that allows us to experiment

with different compressors and evaluate them in analytical workloads. The physical data layout of

tables is depicted in Figure 1.8. They are partitioned into fixed-size chunks of 65535 records, the most

recent one being the only segment where new values are added. It is optimized for write speed by

using an ordinary std::vector for storage. When a chunk reaches its maximum size, its segments

are scheduled for encoding, and a new chunk is created. By default, segments are encoded based on

their data type using one of the available algorithms2. Hyrise currently supports Dictionary (default),

PFoR, NS and LZ4, with more compressors added over time. Until encoding is finished, the original

unencoded segment is used for queries. This asynchronous mechanism allows the system to defer

potentially expensive operations to times when the expected workload is lighter. It also introduces

a way to change encoding when the access patterns of a segment change over time and a different

compression becomes a better choice.

1Hyrise is also the core database engine of SAP S/4 HANA
2Dynamic segment encoding strategy is an active research topic in the database community, including the Hyrise team.
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Figure 1.8: Storage layout of tables in Hyrise. (Image from [25])

The Hyrise query executor is unaware of compressed segments’ internal representation. Instead, it

interacts with them via iterators, lightweight pointers to offsets within a segment. When an iterator

is de-referenced, the segment must return the pointed value. Scans typically traverse the segment

sequentially, while joins require random access. Additionally, a segment encoder can provide a

custom implementation of some operations. This is beneficial when the operation can be carried out

directly on the compressed data faster than reconstructing every value first. For example, if a selection

compares a column with a constant value (e.g., SELECT name FROM products WHERE price >= 20),

Dictionary Segments of the column (price) can avoid complete decompression by only filtering the

dictionary and returning the attribute vector offsets of the qualifying elements.

When a relational database parses a user-given SQL query, it generates a directed graph of low-level

operations where partial results flow between the intermediate steps. It is called the query plan,

illustrated by Figure 1.9 for an example. Databases use different approaches to move data between

nodes during query execution [28]. Some systems pass the actual qualifying tuples or values, and

others only share references to them. Hyrise is a so-called late materialization database that belongs

to the latter category. Despite being an in-memory system, it aims to minimize copying data during a

query and only transmits lists of qualifying segment offsets (called PositionLists) between operational

nodes. Thus, every node has to iterate the underlying segments and de-reference the offsets to perform

its job. The actual values of the result set are only materialized at the end of the query pipeline, just

before being sorted and presented to the user. This operation entails many random and sequential

accesses to encoded segments, often multiple times during a single query with different PositionLists.

Consequently, lightweight compressors with constant-time access are needed for frequently queried

segments.

An emerging research topic is encoding selection and data lifecycle management. Data value often

decreases over time, causing a change in segment access patterns, typical query operators and the
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Figure 1.9: The query plan for TPC-H Q13, generated by Hyrise. Only qualifying segment offsets are passed
between nodes, not the values themselves.

frequency of participating in result sets. Often a different data representation is best for maximizing

the performance of different query operators, achieving the highest compression, or an arbitrary mix

of the importance of multiple factors. Tunable compressors that can adapt to the experienced segment

workload can provide a solution to this challenge. Ideally, the system itself triggers re-encoding instead
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of relying on a human operator. These so-called self-driving databases are ideal hosts for adaptive

segment compressors since they already include mechanisms for logging workload statistics and acting

on significant changes.
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2 Objectives

The basis of this PhD thesis is research in data compression for the Internet of Things (IoT). The extreme

proliferation of Internet-connected devices is putting massive pressure on the entirety of our existing

digital infrastructure. While it is a straightforward strategy to cope with this unprecedented demand

for network, storage and computation by extending the physical infrastructure, this approach alone is

costly and insufficient. Data compression is a versatile technique that enables using existing resources

more efficiently. Our work focuses on three main areas where compression can help: reducing data size

at the source to minimize transferred message sizes, ensuring that compression does not compromise

the privacy of encrypted transmissions and designing compressors that can perform data analysis

without decompression.

2.1 Compressing IoT Time-Series Data
Our first high-level goal is to reduce the size of IoT time-series data for transmission using Generalized

Deduplication. In particular, we focus on smart grids and power consumption readings. Besides being

an area of high practical importance, we have the benefit of partnering with Kamstrup A/S, a Danish

smart meter manufacturer who provided us with access to a real-life dataset and insights about the

de-facto communication protocol. Data transfer from smart electricity meters is a specifically exciting

field for us, as it is undergoing a transition from daily uploads of usage data to near real-time. Since

reducing the age of information is a general trend with IoT time series, our solutions are potentially

applicable in a much broader range of use cases. We have identified the following concrete objectives

related to compressing smart meter time-series data:

Obj.1 Investigate the effect of frequent uploads to smart meter data compression.

Obj.2 Design and evaluate GD-based compression methods for smart meter data.

Obj.3 Design a general GD-based method to compress multidimensional time series efficiently.

2.2 Privacy-Preserving Data Compression
Side-channel attacks can be enabled by compression in unexpected situations. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 1.5, secrets are at risk when attackers can repeatedly manipulate packet contents in plaintext and

observe their size after compression and encryption. Smart meter power consumption readings con-
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tain sensitive information about the habits of people living in a household. They are also compressed

and encrypted for transport. This thesis assesses whether data compressors introduce a side-channel

leak of electricity usage information when reported using the DLMS protocol. We describe and quan-

tify the vulnerability of standard compressors and compare them to our novel methods. We design a

concrete attack exploiting compressors to infer the habits of tenants of connected households and

evaluate the resistance of all discussed compressors to it. The specific objectives for this research are:

Obj.4 Quantify and measure the side-channel information leak of power consumption readings.

Obj.5 Design a side-channel attack based on data compression to learn the habits of residents with

DLMS smart meters.

Obj.6 Evaluate the vulnerability of data compressors against the proposed attack.

2.3 Searchable Compression
Compression is typically only considered for transport and storage, but traditional data analysis

methods require uncompressed values to be available. A new field of database research explores the

possibility of designing algorithms that can perform analytical operations directly on the compressed

representation without reconstructing the data. We focus our efforts in this field on integer compressors

in relational databases and evaluate our novel methods in the open-source Hyrise column store.

First, we study the system architecture, query mechanism and how the query executor interacts with

encoded segments. This step is also essential to identify which properties of a segment compressor are

crucial to achieving high query speed. Then, we design new encoders for integer columns, utilizing

generalized deduplication with a transformation function that supports typical relational operations

on compressed data. Finally, we compare these novel compressors to the standard methods typically

used for integer columns. Our specific objectives for this research line are:

Obj.7 Study the segment compression framework of Hyrise and identify key performance properties

of encoders.

Obj.8 Design integer encoders for Hyrise, based on generalized deduplication.

Obj.9 Evaluate the proposed methods against state-of-the-art integer compression algorithms, con-

sidering both size reduction and query speed.
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3 Thesis Outline

A joint report [1] from leading market analysis firm International Data Corporation (IDC) and major

hard drive manufacturer Seagate projects a 4.3x increase in total data volume from 2018 to 2025. They

expect that around 175 zettabytes will be stored by then, and IoT devices will primarily drive this

growth. The latest Internet Report from Cisco [2] outlines a similar trend for the five years before 2023.

They predict that the ratio of all Internet connections involving IoT devices will increase from 33% to

50%, and the total number of networked devices worldwide will rise by almost 60% to 29 billion units.

Compression is one of the most advantageous techniques to cope with this explosion. Smaller data

requires lower network bandwidth and can be transmitted with lower latency. It takes fewer bytes to

store and sometimes even faster to analyze. As an additional bonus, the energy use of the physical

equipment carrying out these tasks is reduced. Looking at compression from a different point of view,

we can argue that it brings savings during the whole lifetime of IoT data. The data source or a local hub

can compress sensor readings during recording to decrease memory and storage footprint. Next, it

is more efficiently transmitted through the network into the cloud, where it takes less storage space.

Finally, some analytics and computations can be executed directly on the compressed representation,

making these operations faster and more efficient than having to decompress the data first. As the

relevance of data decreases over time, it can be compressed again, trading swift analytics for maximum

Time Series 
Compression

Privacy-Preserving 
Compression

Searchable 
Compression

011010 
101011 
11000

Papers 1 & 2 Papers 3 & 4 Paper 5

Figure 3.1: The three main topics discussed in this thesis.
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size reduction. This uniquely high utility and a wide operational range of data compression have been

the primary motivation for this research.

3.1 Compressing IoT Time-Series Data
We consider the Internet of Things a system with many low-end sensors transmitting measurements

to a central server using a low bandwidth data connection. End devices have limited computational

capacity, little memory and storage space. They typically record readings of a physical quantity to

an internal buffer at regular intervals. When a predefined condition is met, the buffer contents are

encoded as a data packet and uploaded to a server. This trigger, along with other parameters, is typically

configured remotely. Our goal is to reduce the size of transmitted data packets, which automatically

achieves higher-level desirable outcomes: less time and energy are consumed to send the data, fewer

bytes reduce the congestion of the transport network and require less bandwidth at the receiver, where

the storage requirements are also reduced. We have carried out our research in the context of smart

metering.

Most utility providers transitioned to measuring their customers’ consumption using smart meters.

These Internet-connected devices provide massive cost savings in readings collection and open up

new business possibilities as well. For example, electricity consumption reporting used to happen

monthly or annually, only providing the utility company with long-term aggregate information. In

contrast, smart meters record usage much more frequently, typically every 15 or 30 minutes. This

significantly higher data granularity enables new and improved capabilities like more precise load

forecasting, better anomaly and fraud detection, or segmenting their subscribers based on usage

patterns. However, the large number of readings uploaded by millions of smart meters also brings

new operational challenges. Transporting, storing and analyzing this unusual data volume is a new

problem for all utility providers who switched to smart meters.

Compressors available in the DLMS protocol provide significant size reductions when many readings

are bundled together and uploaded once a day. However, there is a recent trend in the field of electricity

metering: increased frequency of reporting. While consumption measurements are still recorded every

15 minutes, utility providers want to receive this information more promptly. This change breaks the

current compression model in two distinct ways.

Figure 3.2: Anatomy of an APDU that encodes four power consumption readings. Blue: header, orange: serial-
ization overhead, black: valuable payload. Figure adapted from Paper 1.
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Figure 3.3: The ratio of readings that are compressible in a single uploaded packet by standard DLMS methods
decreases exponentially with more frequent uploads.

First, the relatively large APDU header allocates a significant portion of data packets when just a few

readings are uploaded at once. As a result, the encoding overhead of a packet quickly becomes more

than the data size. Figure 3.2 shows the hexadecimal bytes of an example APDU that consists of four

measurements. The header (in blue) takes 63% of the packet size, while the actual data values (in

black) allocate only 29%. The DLMS serialization overhead (in orange) takes up the rest of the message.

Second, the built-in compressors require many readings to achieve high compression rates. Since

neither Null Value, nor Delta Array can transform the first measurement of an APDU, their performance

drops significantly when very few readings are uploaded together. While at daily uploads, they have the

potential to compress 98.96% of the encoded records (95 out of 96), this is only 75% at hourly uploads,

50% when the interval is 30 minutes, and 0% if every APDU contains just one record. Figure 3.3 shows

this exponentially decreasing ratio.

The combination of these two effects significantly decreases the compression rates achievable by

standard DLMS compressors, making them unsuitable for the new goal of high-frequency reporting.

We have proposed new techniques to tackle this problem.

Proposed Compression Schemes

Our goal was to design new compression methods that can be used transparently in the DLMS protocol

without redesigning or modifying existing components of the DLMS software stack. Therefore, the

proposed schemes compress standard encoded APDUs generated by DLMS-compatible smart meters

and decompress them losslessly on the server side. The reconstructed data is identical to what

would have been uploaded without our compression. Additionally, some of our methods support

compressing APDUs already processed with Null Value or Delta Array compressors. We propose four

techniques to reduce the size of the transferred APDUs, which compress different parts of the message

(see Table 3.1 and Figure 3.4 for an overview).

Header Readings Whole APDU

HHR X

GD Block X X

GD Stream X X

GD Pattern X X

Table 3.1: Compression domain of our proposed methods.

Header

Readings

Whole 
APDU

Figure 3.4: Internal structure of an APDU.
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Active Profiles CRC32 MD5 SHA-1 SHA-256
100 33 kB 34 kB 35 kB 36 kB
500 166 kB 172 kB 174 kB 180 kB

1.000 331 kB 343 kB 347 kB 359 kB

Table 3.2: Lookup table sizes at the server backend for Header Hash Replacement

Header Hash Replacement (HHR) targets the header that precedes the encoded reading records in

uploaded APDUs. Since all headers that belong to a measurement profile have the same contents,

they can be replaced by a short identifier. Our method uses the fingerprint generated by a standard

hash function over the header contents as the ID. A significant advantage of hashing over arbitrary,

server-assigned IDs is that no coordination is needed between the meter and the server when assigning

an identifier to the corresponding header. Additionally, due to the consistent nature of hash algorithms,

the decompressor only needs to maintain a single table of header-hash pairs for all meters. Thus, the

size of this table is proportional to the number of active profiles in the system, not the number of

meters. Table 3.2 shows that even if meters are logging hundreds of profiles at the same time, the total

lookup table size is negligible.

The fundamental technique of GD Block and GD Stream compressors is identical. They process the

binary APDU as a series of fixed-size chunks, applying a reverse error correction code as the GD

transformation function, and deduplicating the common bases. In the compressed packet, repeating

bases are represented by their indexes and deviations are stored for each chunk. The main difference

between the two algorithms is the scope of base deduplication. The Block method (Figure 3.5) operates

on a single APDU: repeating bases within the packet are deduplicated and serialized together with the

deviations.

While this approach captures similarities within an APDU, the high correlation between uploaded

messages is not exploited. The GD Stream compressor (Figure 3.6) significantly boosts the overall

compression rate by considering a sequence of APDUs from the same meter as a single data stream

and deduplicates bases that have been sent previously. Using simple running indexes to represent

repeating bases from earlier APDUs would require the server-side decompressor to maintain a separate

dictionary of bases for each meter in the system. Considering the size of real-life smart meter networks,

the memory requirement of this approach is too high for practical scenarios. Therefore, we propose

using hashes as back-references to bases from previous APDUs. Similarly to Header Hash Replacement,

consistent hashing allows the decompressor to use a single shared lookup table of bases across all

meters.

Figure 3.5: Compressing each APDU as an independent block. Chunks are transformed into pairs of bases and
deviations, and a base index replaces repeating bases. Figure adapted from Paper 1.
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Figure 3.6: Compressing APDUs as a stream. Bases from previous messages are replaced by their hash digest.
Figure adapted from Paper 1.

Since both GD Block and Stream compressors process the binary APDU as a continuous byte sequence,

deviations are not always aligned with the most highly varying bytes. Therefore, fewer identical bases

are found and can be deduplicated (see Figure 3.7). Our Pattern-based GD Stream compressor is

able to precisely position deviations to data offsets where the highest variance is expected. Instead of

applying a single GD transformation on consecutive chunks, this method uses a regular expression-

like pattern that describes the types and parameters of functions that should be used repeatedly for

transformations as the input data stream is processed (see Figure 3.8). Additionally, we have used a

new transformation function that considers the least significant bytes of a multi-byte sequence as the

deviation.

This approach performs outstandingly well with data formats that encode information into fixed-

length columns as DLMS does. By handcrafting or automatically generating a pattern based on the

APDU structure, we can extract common bases within or even across signals. Additionally to the

compression algorithm, we have proposed an incremental serialization format with very low overhead

to transport the compressed data and an extension of the pattern to include the header as a one-time,

non-repeating section of the input.

Evaluations and Summary

Figure 3.9 combines the performance evaluation results from Paper 1 and Paper 2 of all four proposed

compressors against the standard techniques available in DLMS. Note, that we report compression

gain (not compression rate), which is defined as 1− (compr essed si ze/or i g i nal si ze) and higher

values are better.

Figure 3.7: When data chunks are not aligned with similar regions of data, compression potential is poor (above).
Our proposed method positions the chunks where similarity is expected (below).
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Figure 3.8: Compressing two consecutive APDUs with the pattern-based GD stream compressor.

As expected, the built-in algorithms require many readings for good performance but struggle at

shorter intervals. The Null Value compressor is noticeably good at infrequent uploads, reaching 59%

gain already at 3-hour uploads. Most of its savings result from eliminating the long, 14-byte timestamp

values of all readings except for the first one.

Header Hash Replacement provides exceptional savings with very few readings, but only if the header

is sufficiently large. We have evaluated our methods with APDUs using the standard format of Kam-

strup1 smart meters, which include a relatively large header, resulting in very high HHR compression.

Other meter manufacturers may use simpler and shorter header structures, granting a more modest

performance to the Header Hash Replacement technique.

GD Block compressor processes a single APDU at a time, therefore its performance stalls around 20-

25% at all upload intervals. The stream version of this basic GD compressor achieves higher rates but is

fundamentally limited by the sequential application of an error correction code as the transformation

function (Hamming code). As a result, the deviations do not align with the highly varying bytes, and

the redundant APDU structure is left unexploited.

GD Pattern solves both shortcomings and obtains a consistently high compression gain between 64%

and 74% at all upload periods. Notably, the total size of compressed APDUs when using GD Pattern

and transferring every reading immediately (413 kB, over nine months) is similar to DLMS Null when
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Figure 3.9: Compression gain of the standard DLMS compressors and our proposed methods.

1Kamstrup A/S is a danish smart meter manufacturer.
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uploads happen once a day (414 kB). This excellent low-latency performance and the automatic pattern

inference capability discussed in Paper 2 make this compressor a viable and practical alternative to the

standard methods in DLMS.

We proposed and evaluated novel compressors in the context of smart electricity metering, but they

are also directly applicable in various IoT use cases. The HHR method can be used in any scenario

where large, identical, fixed-size blocks are present at well-known locations of data packets. GD Block

and Stream techniques can be used in virtually any context where individual packets or a sequence are

transferred or stored. The pattern-based stream compressor can achieve significant savings with any

data format that uses fixed-length encoding of one or multiple signals.

3.2 Privacy-Preserving Data Compression
The compression ratio carries information about the input entropy since compression changes data

size based on the contents. Even if encryption protects data confidentiality, the compressed size

becomes an exploitable side channel when adversaries can monitor it. The classic attack requires the

ability to modify the data and observe the compressed size several times to reveal bytes of the plaintext.

Only some of these criteria are met in the context of power consumption reporting. Attackers cannot

influence the packet contents (e.g., the electricity usage of a target household) or force uploads at

arbitrary times, which would require taking control over the utility company servers. Therefore, they

cannot infer the contents of the encoded readings. However, there is still a potential to learn something

about transmitted power consumption.

First, we quantified how much different compressors leak information about electricity usage. We

consider the correlation between the measured consumption and compressed APDU size as the metric

of information leak. Just like in Section 3.1, we measured increasingly shorter upload intervals and

evaluated both built-in compressors and our novel ones (except for Pattern-based GD Stream, which

did not exist at the time). Since DLMS uses a non-padded encryption scheme for confidentiality, the

observable packet length is identical to the compressed data size. We have carried out and published

multiple measurements with the smart meter dataset received by Kamstrup.

To assess the information leak, in Paper 3 we used both active and reactive power signals as indepen-

dent variables and computed the multiple correlation coefficient with the packet size. Correlation

can only be calculated if the same number of observations are available from the independent and

dependent variables. Since APDUs pack several readings together, multiple instances of indepen-

dent variables (readings) are present for each dependent one (APDU size). We used two strategies to

transform multiple readings into a single one (see Figure 3.10). First, we converted records to virtual

signals (referred to as the "segmented" approach). This strategy significantly increased the number of

independent variables, especially with larger upload intervals. Unfortunately, this is a known weakness

of the standard multiple correlation coefficient, and it is advised to use the adjusted squared coefficient

instead, which accounts for this bias. Our second approach ("summed") was to flatten all data arrays

reported in an APDU to a single delta per signal. This way, we could keep the number of indicator

variables low and use the standard formula of multiple correlation coefficients for evaluations.

Both calculation methods show similar results (see Figure 3.11). The correlation of uncompressed

and Header Hash processed APDUs are constant zero since both are fixed-size packets. Thus, no
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A14_1     R12_1  R34_1   A14_2    R12_2   R34_2   A14_3    R12_3  R34_3  A14_4    R12_4   R34_4
116465 28868 51060 116569 28877 51075 116753 28877 51095 116933 28878 51116

A14         R12      R34 
116465 28868 51060
116569 28877 51075
116753 28877 51095
116933 28878 51116

A14delta       R12delta       R34delta
468       10        56"Summed"

"Segmented"

Figure 3.10: Strategies to flatten multiple readings to a single dimension, so multiple correlation with the
compressed APDU size can be calculated.

information can be inferred about the encoded consumption. The HH technique also shows excellent

compression on Kamstrup APDUs and frequent uploads. As the reporting period decreases, so does the

correlation of GD Stream compressor variants while they are reaching better compression. GD Block

and built-in DLMS compressors achieve lower correlation and compression with frequent uploads,

making them safe for privacy preservation but barely useful to decrease the size of power consumption

readings.

Reactive power is consumed by devices that use a magnetic field, typically in the form of an electric

motor. Our dataset has shown that reactive energy is frequently zero when active energy consumption

is low and increases when active energy spikes, usually with a few minutes delay. Since active and

reactive energy signals are not entirely independent, we cannot trust the reliability of the correlation

results we obtained earlier. Therefore, in Paper 4, we measured correlation using only the active energy

consumption signal. This time we profiled the GD Pattern Stream algorithm against the built-in DLMS

methods and found that most standard compressors produce packet sizes that are highly correlated

Figure 3.11: Correlation vs compression of different compressors and data upload intervals. The markers on
each line indicate reporting periods of 1, 2, 4, 12, 24 and 48 readings per APDU, from left to right.
Figure adapted from Paper 3.
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Figure 3.12: Correlation between active energy and APDU size. Figure adapted from Paper 4.

with the encoded actual power consumption. It is especially true for DLMS Delta, where the average

correlation coefficient was over 80% across all upload intervals (see Figure 3.12). Since the DLMS

compressors do not reduce data size with a single reading per packet, we did not consider them for

immediate uploads. They would perform the same as uncompressed packets: perfect side-channel

secrecy due to constant packet size but zero compression.

We have established that the transmitted APDU size, assumed to be observable by an adversary, carries

exploitable information about electricity consumption. An unfortunate side-effect of shrinking upload

intervals is that attackers obtain more accurate and fresh intel on the households and can infer more

details about their habits. In Paper 4, we introduced the first side-channel attack on compressed DLMS

APDUs, which aims to learn the habits of residents using smart electricity meters and is suitable for

large-scale, automatic exploitation.

First, we identified what usage patterns trigger changes in the compressed output size and by exactly

how many bytes. A key to this attack is that these rules are reversible: given a compressed APDU

size (and the number of encoded readings, which is simply the time difference between consecutive

transmissions divided by 15 minutes), we can deduce characteristics of the power consumption in

the time window covered by the APDU. To identify habits, we partitioned the series of compressed

APDU sizes per meter into daily arrays (e.g., each array consists of 24 APDU sizes at a 60-minute

upload interval). Then, we clustered them into groups of similar days and selected the centroids as

representative members of each cluster. Finally, applying the rules identified earlier to the centroids,

we inferred the consumption patterns of each cluster. Following these steps, an attacker can establish

how predictable a household is (from the number and size of clusters) and estimate when the tenants

are not at home. When new APDU size traces become available, they can re-use the existing clusters to

classify the newly acquired days.

The accuracy of this attack depends on two factors: the correlation between APDU size and power

use (which we have measured already) and the clustering precision. Since we had access to both

compressed message sizes and underlying power consumption data, we could determine how well

the size-based clusters correspond to clusters based on actual electricity consumption, which is

considered ground truth. We reported the clustering accuracy as the ratio of days that ended up in the

same clusters using the sizes and the power consumption. Our results are summarized in Figure 3.13,
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Figure 3.13: Privacy-preservation and compression gain (bubble size) of different compressors at 1-hour upload
interval.

which shows both vulnerability metrics and compression simultaneously. While our GD-based APDU

compressor is not the most resistant against clustering similar size traces correctly, the correlation

is so low that overall it is not considered vulnerable to the size-based attack while providing higher

compression gain than any other technique.

3.3 Searchable Compression
Several databases utilize data compression to reduce storage costs and overcome the performance

bottleneck of hard drives. As the price of memory decreased and the value of data analytics skyrock-

eted, operating entirely in the main memory has become a new trend for relational database systems.

Columnar data representation combined with horizontal segmenting of columns enables good per-

formance for both transactional and analytical workloads. A configurable and extensible segment

compression framework makes these so-called HTAP (Hybrid Analytical/Transactional Processing)

databases applicable in the complete data lifetime, eliminating the need to transfer data between

specialized systems over time. The variability of segment encoding is essential: a write-optimized

physical layout supports high velocity ingest of new tuples, query-optimized encoding speeds up data

analysis operations, and heavy compression reduces data footprint in the long term.

In order to experiment with generalized deduplication-based compressors for data analytics, we have

extended Hyrise, a modern column store, with new integer segment encoders. Building on top of an

existing open-source database allowed us to focus on the effects of compression instead of having to

implement a massive amount of essential database functions from scratch.

For integer segment compression, we used a GD transformation function similar to the Pattern-

based GD Stream method introduced earlier for power consumption transmissions. However, in this

context, the transformation operates at the bit level, using the least significant bits (instead of bytes)

as deviations. It also features a key property for operations on compressed data by producing order-

preserving bases and deviations. Specifically, if x > y then B ase(x) > B ase(y), or B ase(x) = B ase(y)

and Devi ati on(x) > Devi ati on(y). We exploit this to perform scans (e.g., compare a column with a
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Figure 3.14: Proposed GD Segment architectures for Hyrise. Figure adapted from Paper 5.

constant using a predicate2) directly on the bases and deviations, without reconstructing any values in

the process. It is important to note that in late materialization databases like Hyrise, the result of a

scan is not the qualifying values but rather a list of their offsets within the segment.

GD Segments for Hyrise

When a column is compared to a constant value in an SQL query, Hyrise allows the segment en-

coder to provide a custom scan implementation aware of the compressed data layout. Leveraging

this mechanism, we experimented with alternative data layouts and scan algorithms. We proposed

four distinct GD Segment variations (see Figure 3.14) that use different strategies to store data and

perform scans. All variants keep the unique bases in a constant-time addressable, null-suppressed

array. Versions 1 through 3 also store base indexes in a bit-packed vector, using the least possible

bits that are enough for the largest valid offset. They are listed in the same order as the original data

values that generated them (e.g., base_i d x[i ] = B ase(values[i ])). Version 1 simply stores the devi-

ation of each data value as an array, also in the same order as they appeared in the input data (e.g.,

devi ati ons[i ] = Devi ati on(values[i ])). The second version aims to decrease the total memory foot-

print by deduplicating deviations and storing the deviation index for each base index. The motivation

here is that duplicates in the input data yield identical deviations; therefore, deduplicating them may

save more storage than the size of the extra index. Version 3 deduplicates deviations per base3, hoping

to produce much smaller "local" deviation arrays that require shorter indexes. However, repeating

deviations between bases (e.g., produced by different input values) are stored multiple times. The first

three GD Segment versions support constant-time random access, as the base and deviation required

to reconstruct a value can be obtained in at most four lookups. For example, when an arbitrary offset is

given to GD Segment 1, three lookups are needed: the base index (1) and deviation (2) using the given

offset, as well as the base itself (3) using the base index. The last segment architecture does not provide

this quick random access since the original order of values is not stored in a dedicated vector. Instead,

per-base deviations are sorted to allow fast binary search and value offsets are kept along with them.

While this layout is not randomly accessible, it is extremely fast to scan.

2The following SQL predicates are valid for integer columns: equals, not equals, smaller, smaller or equals, greater,
greater or equals.

3Clarification: deviations of input values that produce the same base.
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Figure 3.15: Overview of the custom scan process of GD Segments.

The custom scan logic is conceptually identical for all four versions and adapted to the specific devia-

tion storage of each version. Figure 3.15 illustrates this process with an example. First, a bounds check

is performed using the minimum and maximum values of the segment, which are part of the segment

metadata. If the query value lies outside of the segment domain, the scan can be answered without the

bases or deviations, as either all values qualify or none of them does. Since only offsets are returned

from a scan, not the actual values themselves, this early exit can be taken almost instantaneously.

Otherwise, the query value is passed through the same GD transformation that was used to encode the

segment contents, yielding the query base and query deviation. We can find out if the query base is

present in the list of bases using fast, O(log n) binary search 4. If the base is indeed present, we need

to find offsets where the deviation is used with the query base, and the original value (that produced

the deviation) satisfies the query. The exact implementation of this search depends on the layout of

deviations, which varies significantly between the four segment versions. However, since the transfor-

mation function is order-preserving for deviations when bases are equal, this search can be carried out

entirely on the deviations themselves without having to reconstruct any data values. Additionally, this

is a cheap binary search if they are sorted (GD Segments 2,3 and 4). We also know that bases that are

lower (or higher, depending on the predicate) than the query base must have been produced by values

that are less than the query value. Therefore, every reconstruction list offset containing a lower base

index qualifies as the query’s correct result. These offsets can also be added to the result set without

value reconstruction or even iterating the corresponding deviations.

Selecting Deviation Size

The performance of generalized deduplication heavily depends on the transformation function and its

configuration. The one we use in GD Segments has a single parameter, the deviation size. In specific

compression use cases, we may have a reasonable estimate of data distribution, which allows us to

manually set an optimal deviation size. However, in a general-purpose database, there is no prior

knowledge about the data that will be stored, preventing a fixed global deviation size that achieves

good performance for every column. Additionally, large columns consist of hundreds of segments

with different distributions, making any single deviation size setting suboptimal even for a single

column. Many databases use a fixed mapping of data types to compressors (e.g., dictionary encoding

for integers). A similar type-based default deviation for GD would likely be even worse than a per-

column default since the same type can be used by columns across several tables, where diverging

distributions are even more likely than within segments of the same column.

4Note that n here is the number of bases, which is already an order of magnitude lower than the number of stored values
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Figure 3.16: Proposed segment encoding in self-driving databases. Figure adapted from Paper 5.

Therefore, GD Segments in Hyrise use an iterative strategy: they compress data with all possible

deviation sizes, compare the results and select the best one. It is an expensive strategy that is not

suitable in many environments. However, it is valid in our use case since encoding in Hyrise is a

non-blocking background operation that does not have to be fast, and all data is available at the time

of encoding. In systems where compression is part of the write path, a sample of the data could be

used for calibration, and simple rules can reduce the range of sizes that need to be evaluated (e.g.,

when the compression rate is unlikely to rebound after it starts declining with longer deviations).

Selecting the best configuration after testing a set of deviation sizes is also challenging. If the segment is

rarely searched and only data size matters, this decision can be made purely based on the compression

rate. However, when query performance is also important, a weighted combination of different

factors results in the optimal deviation. As shown in Paper 5, GD Segments provide the highest

compression and best query speeds at different deviation sizes for several common data distributions.

Additionally, even "query performance" is not a single metric but a combination of sequential and

random accesses, as well as scans with different predicates. Other database systems may allow

segment encoders to provide custom implementations for even more operations (e.g., joins or column-

to-column comparisons), in which case these should also be taken into consideration. Therefore, we

proposed an extension to the self-driving database concept5, where the segment encoding selection

is also driven by fine-grained, per-segment usage information. This way, the relative importance

across performance-defining metrics can be automatically derived from the historical data about how

the segment has been used (see Figure 3.16). For example, the database could record the number of

scans and accesses of each segment and scale their importance accordingly when selecting a new

encoding. The weight between compression and query speed could also be deduced automatically

based on the absolute frequency of accessing the segment. Rarely used ones can be optimized for

better compression, while regularly queried segments could aim for maximum performance even

at the expense of larger size. These evidence-based ratios of importance can also be used without

any modifications to guide the deviation size selection within the GD Segment encoder. Additionally,

the database engine can trigger re-encoding of segments when it determines that the access pattern

has changed significantly and a new encoding would be better for the updated weights. This strategy

allows a database to adopt segment storage to the experienced workload and automatically optimize

for it over time.
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Figure 3.17: Runtime performance of GD Segment 1 and built-in segment encoders in Hyrise, measured on the
TPC-H benchmark. Figure adapted from Paper 5.

Evaluation Results

We have evaluated all four GD Segment versions using six synthetic datasets of different distributions

in isolation, as well as integrated GD Segment 1 into Hyrise and measured its performance on two

industry-standard benchmarks, TPC-H (see Figure 3.17) and Join Order Benchmark. The results show

that GD-based integer compression provides a new trade-off between compression and query speed.

Our segments achieve higher compression than dictionary encoding (the typical default for integer

columns) and frame-of-reference, while not losing more than 20-30% speed across all operations

in these complex benchmarks. It provides similar or better compression than LZ4 with an order of

magnitude better query performance. GD-based segments can uniquely optimize for an arbitrary set

of weights between compression and access/scan speeds that are either manually set or automatically

derived from the segment usage patterns.
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4 Thesis Contribution

4.1 Contribution Overview
This thesis studies data compression to increase the efficiency of transport, storage and analysis

infrastructure during the whole lifecycle of IoT data. We propose new compressors for different stages

of the IoT data pipeline based on the Generalized Deduplication framework.

In the context of smart metering, our goal is to reduce the size of time series data as much as possible

using lightweight compression suitable for low-powered meters. We propose four new methods to

compress power consumption readings encoded with the de-facto standard, DLMS. Novel methods

are needed in this space due to new requirements of utility providers, as they want to receive the

readings much sooner than when the standard DLMS compressors were designed. Some of our novel

algorithms achieve remarkable size reductions by being highly specialized for this data format. Others

are very general and can be easily applied in a wide variety of IoT use cases, supporting constant-time

random access, frequent data transfer and arbitrary message structures.

Transporting IoT data sometimes means sending sensitive information over untrusted channels, where

privacy and security must be ensured. Data compression is proven to enable side-channel attacks of

encrypted data transfer. Therefore new algorithms must be attested before deployment, in parallel to

evaluating their compression abilities. We present the side-channel vulnerability evaluation of our

novel methods for uploading power consumption compared to standard DLMS compressors based

on a real-life dataset provided by a meter manufacturer. Additionally, we were the first to publish the

blueprint for a practical, large-scale privacy attack on compressed encrypted power consumption

readings and showed that our novel methods are significantly more resistant to it.

At the final stage of the IoT data lifecycle, it is stored and analyzed in a database. Compression that

supports operations without decompressing the data is a relatively new field of research. We started

by studying a modern column-oriented database, Hyrise. It provided a deeper understanding of

the problem within relational datastores and an open-source "laboratory" where experimental data

compressors can be tested in a real, fully-featured system. We proposed four new integer segment

compressor architectures for late and early materialization databases and evaluated them in isolation

and industry-standard analytical benchmarks. Furthermore, we have shown how these novel adaptive
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encoders fit nicely into the self-driving database concept, allowing the system to make well-informed

decisions about changing data representation over time.

4.2 Paper Contributions
The concrete contributions of each included publication are listed below.

Paper 1

"Smart Meter Data Compression using Generalized Deduplication"

M. Feher, N. Yazdani, M. T. Hansen, F. E. Vester and D. E. Lucani

IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM), 2020

• Introduced three novel compression schemes for DLMS-encoded readings: Header Hash Re-

placement (HHR), GD Block and GD Stream methods.

• Evaluated the following algorithms, using a real-life dataset and increasingly frequent data

upload intervals:

– HHR with four commonly used hash functions.

– GD Block and Stream with 11 configurations of 2 transformation functions.

– Standard DLMS compressors: Delta Array, Null Value and Lempel-Ziv-Welch.

– All reasonable combinations of them.

Paper 2

"Stream Compression of DLMS Smart Meter Readings"

M. Feher, D. E. Lucani, M. T. Hansen and F. E. Vester

IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC), 2022

• Proposed a new data compressor called "Pattern-based GD Stream", which significantly boosts

the performance of the previously introduced GD-based methods and is applicable in any

protocol that uses fixed-length encoding of multidimensional data.

• Designed a highly efficient serialization format for data compressed with Pattern-based GD

Stream.

• Evaluated the novel compressor with five handcrafted and one automatically derived pattern.

We showed that efficient patterns could be generated based on the message structure, proving

this method’s large-scale, practical applicability.

Paper 3

"Side Channel Security of Smart Meter Data Compression Techniques"

M. Feher, N. Yazdani, D. F. Aranha, D. E. Lucani, M. T. Hansen and F. E. Vester

IEEE International Conference on Communications, Control, and Computing Technologies for Smart

Grids (SmartGridComm), 2020

• Proposed two approaches to use the multiple correlation coefficient of power signals and com-

pressed message size as the metric of information leaked by data compressors.

• Evaluated 13 single and compound data compression methods at decreasing upload intervals

based on a real-life dataset. We showed that HHR leaks no information, and GD stream-based
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methods are consistently less correlated with power consumption at more frequent uploads

than standard DLMS compressors.

Paper 4

"Exploiting DLMS/COSEM Data Compression To Learn Power Consumption Patterns"

M. Feher, D. E. Lucani, M. T. Hansen and F. E. Vester

IEEE International Conference on Communications, Control, and Computing Technologies for Smart

Grids (SmartGridComm), 2021

• Identified how power consumption patterns of a household could be detected based on the

compressed size of the uploaded readings when a standard DLMS compressor is used and

showed that Pattern-based GD Stream is not vulnerable to this inference.

• Proposed a concrete, clustering-based side-channel attack that allows large-scale exploitation of

the standard DLMS compressors’ information leak. It enables an attacker to identify groups of

households with similar habits and infer when they are likely to be left empty.

• Evaluated DLMS compressors and our novel GD-based method on a real-life dataset. We showed

that the size of encrypted readings compressed with our algorithm is both significantly less

correlated with the power consumption and less susceptible to the clustering-based attack than

standard DLMS compressors. Additionally, the information leak of the GD-based compressor

decreases as readings are uploaded more and more frequently.

Paper 5

"An Adaptive Column Compression Family for Self-Driving Databases"

M. Feher, D. E. Lucani and I. Chatzigeorgiou

Thirteenth International Workshop on Accelerating Analytics and Data Management Systems Using

Modern Processor and Storage Architectures (VLDB Workshop), 2022

• Introduced four GD-based compressors for integer segments in columnar databases.

• Proposed a novel method to speed up table scans on GD-compressed segments without recon-

structing any values.

• Proposed an iterative segment encoding process that determines the best GD parameter based

on the data and an arbitrary set of weights between compression and different performance

metrics.

• Proposed an extension of the self-driving database concept that uses pre-computed performance

metrics of all available segment compressors and fine-grained query operator statistics to decide

whether a segment is worth re-encoding and which algorithm and parameters are optimal for

the experienced workload.

• Evaluated the compression, random and sequential access performance of the four proposed

compressors against three commonly used integer encoders in isolation, using six different data

distributions. We showed that different GD parameters are best for different high-level goals (e.g.

highest compression, lowest sequential scan time).

• Evaluated a GD segment variant and several standard integer compressors on two industry-

standard analytical benchmarks (TPC-H and Join Order Benchmark) in Hyrise, an open-source

relational column store. We showed that GD-based segment encoders provide better compres-
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sion than a commonly used statistical method while achieving similar query performance to

other lightweight algorithms.
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No research is ever quite complete. It is the

glory of a good bit of work that it opens the

way for something still better, and this

repeatedly leads to its own eclipse.

Mervin Gordon

5.1 Conclusions
Compression is a valuable technique to reduce the pressure of exploding data volumes due to the

proliferation of Internet-connected sensors and devices, collectively known as the Internet of Things.

In this thesis, we explored a new data compression framework called Generalized Deduplication,

which has shown promising results for IoT data. Besides achieving a high size reduction ratio, GD

also supports local decodability. It is critical for constant-time random access and a fundamental

requirement in many time series storage scenarios, especially while the data is analyzed actively. We

focused on three stages of the IoT data lifecycle and studied how GD can improve each.

Sensors and restricted end devices are typically employed to capture and transmit IoT data to a local

hub or cloud-based storage service. They often operate on low budgets of power and computation

since manufacturers aim to minimize costs by fitting them with simple components. Additionally,

some sensors run on batteries, making computation and data transmission even more expensive.

Since compression trades CPU cycles for reduced data size, it is critical to find algorithms that strike

a good balance between complexity and compression rate in this use case. We have proposed new

GD-based compressors in the context of smart electricity meters and found that they can significantly

outperform state-of-the-art methods. The improvement is even more pronounced with the recent

trend of more frequent data uploads, where utility providers strive to receive information faster, making

compressors operate on smaller messages. Our novel algorithms can achieve the same compression

rate when power consumption is immediately reported as the standard methods at a single upload

every 6-24 hours. This order-of-magnitude reduction of information latency enables syncing usage

data in near real-time.

IoT data is sometimes sensitive or contains private information that has to be protected during

transmission. Encryption is widely used to obfuscate message contents, but previous research has

shown that adding compression enables side-channel attacks on encrypted communications, allowing

adversaries to extract secrets or infer information about the message contents. The potential security
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risk of compressors adds another level of complexity when looking for the best data reduction method

for IoT data transfers. Since the household’s power consumption indicates when homes are empty or

occupied, it becomes valuable information for adversaries aiming to break in or learn the habits of

tenants. We have introduced methods to measure the correlation between power consumption and

compressed size of encoded readings as a metric to quantify the information leaking quality of data

compressors, independent of their algorithm or implementation. It also allowed us to measure the

leak at different data upload periods, as the shrinking reporting intervals are the primary motivation of

this research. Our evaluations show that commonly used algorithms produce network packets whose

length is highly correlated with energy usage, allowing a passive attacker only observing encrypted

traffic to infer periods of high electricity consumption that often correspond with occupancy. We also

presented the first large-scale attack exploiting this technique, which clusters households based on

similar power usage patterns.

Time series data becomes most valuable after being uploaded to a database and ready for analyt-

ics. Several column-oriented data stores, which are typically used for analytics of IoT data, support

lightweight compressors to overcome the high latency of loading data from hard drives. It can be

faster to load fewer bytes and decompress them in the main memory than having to load the larger,

uncompressed representation from the disk. However, compressors rarely play a role in queries, as data

is typically fully decompressed before any analysis operations are performed. We have proposed new,

GD-based integer segment encoders that simultaneously reduce the data size and support carrying out

scan operations directly on the compressed data without decoding any value. This new scheme has

outperformed the widely used lightweight methods in compression rate and heavyweight algorithms

in query performance. Additionally, we have shown how the adaptive self-configuration of GD-based

encoders uniquely fits the self-driving database concept.

5.2 Future Work and Outlook
For compressing DLMS-encoded smart meter readings, we have compared our novel methods with

the most commonly used built-in algorithms, but more are added over time. It would be beneficial to

keep track of DLMS evolution and evaluate new compressors as they are introduced in the protocol,

even proposing GD-based algorithms for inclusion. Furthermore, our best new methods achieve

high compression by leveraging information already sent in previous messages. This boost requires

introducing a compressor state both in the meter and the server backend. The work we have published

so far has not shown the dependence of high compression on the state or, more specifically, how much

it declines if a hard limit is imposed on the state size. Optimal strategies to enforce memory limit is

another avenue worth researching. We have high hopes for the broad adoption of our pattern-based

GD stream compressor, which is remarkably flexible and seems suitable in many use cases within and

outside of IoT time series.

As privacy concerns of high-granularity power consumption uploads are gaining ground, research

on compressor-induced side channel leaks will be more relevant. We are among the early explorers

of this compound field, proposing the first generation of relatively simple attacks. In the future,

safe compression of sensitive data will likely gain more importance, and scientists working on novel

compressors will have to become information security experts simultaneously.
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Searchable compression is also an emerging field, as compression has a similar reputation to encryp-

tion for being a single-use technique: compression for size reduction and encryption for confidentiality

assurance. However, data has to be decoded to its raw, plaintext representation before any operations

can be performed. Homomorphic encryption and searchable compression are novel methods that

challenge these old rules and inspire new systems. For example, lightweight encoders that avoid

decompressing values during scans are starting to appear in the field of column-oriented databases.

We have shown how Generalized Deduplication with an order-preserving transformation function can

evaluate all six integer comparison operators without reconstructing a single value. However, query

execution involves additional operators like column-to-column comparisons and joins, which are the

new frontiers of accelerated evaluation for GD-compressed segments.

This thesis assumes that the compressed data is read-only and never changes or gets partially deleted.

While this is reasonable to assume about IoT time series (as opposed to documents, for example), it is

not always the case. Updating GD-compressed data with minimal computation is a promising future

research direction that paves the way for the general applicability of GD as a primary data storage

scheme.
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Abstract
Utility providers are relying more often on smart, wirelessly connected smart meters to collect consump-

tion information of their customers. The sheer amount of connected smart meters and the growing

requirements to provide more frequent reports from each device are putting a large strain on existing

systems and protocols. In this paper, we propose three novel lossless compression schemes that signif-

icantly reduce the size of standard DLMS data messages uploaded by smart electricity meters. Using

real life data sets, we show that these methods can achieve compression rates of over 90% while being

transparent to the DLMS protocol.

1.1 Introduction
Utility providers started to switch collecting consumption measurements from technicians manually

reading electricity meters to installing smart meters with network connectivity to report periodic

readings. Besides saving the cost of manual readings, this move also allows providers to collect data

more frequently. This opens up new opportunities like real-time monitoring, reporting customer usage

with higher granularity, dynamic pricing or better anomaly and fraud detection. While these new

abilities bring plenty of business advantages, they also come with technical challenges to efficiently

collect, store and analyze all this additional data coming from a multitude of smart meters [1], [2]. This

is particularly challenging in protocols using highly configurable and descriptive data formats like

the de-facto protocol of electricity meters, Device Language Message Specification (DLMS), which

introduces a considerable size header for data units containing measurements. In particular, as fewer

measurements are transmitted, the header can become prohibitively large, which is problematic for

real-time and higher frequency monitoring and reporting.

In this paper, we address this growing problem of transferring large volumes of data from the smart

meters to a Head-End System (HES, server back-end of the utility provider). We propose compression

schemes that work particularly well with this type of data (and headers) and suitable for the low

computational capacity of electricity meters. We also evaluate them using a real-life data set provided

by a major smart meter manufacturer, Kamstrup A/S. By reducing the amount of data sent by each

smart meter, we aim to bring multiple improvements. First, reduce congestion on the (typically

cellular) network carrying measurement data by significantly decreasing the bandwidth requirement

of smart meters. Second, reduce the storage costs of the HES and/or Cloud service storing historical

smart meter data, i.e., reducing data storage costs for the utility provider. This is due to the fact that the

compressed representation we propose for improving data transfers can also be used to store the data

persistently. These advantages ultimately allow utility companies to measure quantities of interest

with higher granularity and report them more frequently.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 reviews existing efforts in the field of compressing smart

meter data. Section 1.3 introduces the standard data format used by electricity meters, and presents

the available/supported compression methods in the protocol. We also briefly discuss generalized

deduplication as the core technique used for our compression methods. Section 1.4 introduces our

novel compressor algorithms. Each method is evaluated using a real life data set (Section 1.5). We

summarize our findings in Section 1.6.
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1.2 Related Work
Strategies to handle bandwidth and storage limitations of smart meters can be classified into edge

processing and lossy/lossless data compression algorithms. Sirojan et al. [3] proposed an embedded

edge computing paradigm based on event detection, feature extraction and classification techniques

to enable the meter itself to generate consumer energy savings feedback. Aside from the additional

computational complexity introduced by these techniques to the smart meters, a considerable amount

of data still needs to be transmitted to the HES, which make data compression algorithms a good

choice. Lossy compression algorithms such as [1] and [4] provide a high compression ratio at the cost of

accurate data reproducibility. In [1] an adaptive data reduction algorithm using compressive sampling

is proposed, which exploits the sparsity in a dataset. [4] has adapted singular value decomposition

technique.

There are few works in the field of lossless compression techniques for smart meter readings. Kraus

et al. [5] introduced a compression scheme based on predictive modeling and the LZMA algorithm.

The technique needs a preprocessing step and a dictionary. In [6] a compression approach using

the notation of compressive sensing is proposed. They have considered an empirical modeling of

the aggregated power signal of home appliances. However, different home appliances have different

power signal model. In [7] a compression algorithm with the target of representing the readings in

few parameters using Gaussian approximation based on dynamic-nonlinear learning mechanism

is proposed. A resumable data compression approach based on differential coding with sampling

intervals in the range of few seconds or less is proposed in [2]. Despite all the efforts, compressing

smart meter readings effectively with low computational complexity, low memory requirement, and

being independent of the data model remains practically challenging.

1.3 Background
To better understand some of the unique aspects of our proposed compression algorithms, we first

introduce the data format used by smart meters to upload readings to the utility’s back-end system.

Then, we give an overview of data reduction methods that are supported by the standard out of the

box and introduce a novel technique (Generalized Deduplication), which we use in our proposed

algorithms.

1.3.1 Data Format

A very general data format called Device Language Message Specification (DLMS)1 has been standard-

ized by an association formed by meter manufacturers, various utility providers and other stakeholders.

It is used as the communication protocol of smart meters measuring electricity, gas and water. Elec-

tricity meters can measure several physical quantities at programmable time intervals. DLMS allows

defining profiles for collecting and pushing sets of these measurements, and rules about when to

push them to the HES. When upload is triggered, the meter generates an application data unit (APDU)

message with the data rows it holds in its buffer, and uploads it to the server.

The important aspect of the messages we evaluated is that they consist of two main parts; a relatively

large header and the measurement data. The header encodes information about what is being mea-

sured and with what frequency, as well as additional object definitions. The data part contains the

measurement records in a serialized form. Because the data format is very general, DLMS messages

1https://www.dlms.com/
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Figure 1.1: Average compression rates of Delta array compression compared to Null data compression, applied
to APDUs of five smart meters.

are quite verbose. For example, an APDU that contains four readings of four quantities each is 527

bytes long, out of which only 152 bytes contain the actual reading values, the rest is the header (331B)

and the type information (44B).

1.3.2 Built-in Compression Methods

The DLMS standard includes built-in techniques to decrease message size.

Null data compression replaces repeating values in the data records with a single marker byte if they are

identical (e.g. the same active energy unit was measured twice in a row) or the difference between con-

secutive values is predictable (typically used for timestamps and counters). This method can achieve

higher compression rate when more data is present. Since the large header is still uncompressed, fewer

measurements per APDUs provide less ground for the compressor to decrease the message size.

Delta array compression is a new technique that aims to use a smaller data type for values that can

be represented in fewer bytes than reserved for them. For example, if the measurement identifier

is defined as a 4-byte unsigned integer but the actual value fits in a single byte, then delta array

compression down-casts the value and saves 3 bytes. This compression method is not restricted to the

data part of a DLMS message but can also shrink values in the header, therefore the total compression

gains are not dependent on the ratio of header and data, as they were with Null compression. Figure

1.1 shows the average compression rate of both built-in compression methods when applied to APDUs

of five smart meters, with error bars showing the minimum and maximum.

Null and Delta compression are effective packet size reduction methods, but some utility providers

hesitate to employ them because they leak information about the consumption. An attacker who can

determine the size of consecutive APDUs compressed with these techniques is able to infer the usage

pattern of the consumer. The correlation between measured energy consumption and compressed

packet size is discussed in detail in [8].

1.3.3 Generalized Deduplication

Deduplication (DD) is a traditional compression technique that reduces size by eliminating repeating

chunks of the data. In recent years a new, more effective variant of this algorithm has been introduced,

which overcomes the biggest limitation of the original method. Generalized deduplication (GD) [9]

can reduce data size not only when chunks of the data are identical, but also when they are similar

to each other. During compression, each segment is transformed to a pair of “basis” and a small
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“deviation” and each unique basis is only stored once. The decompressor is able to reconstruct the

original sections without any loss in precision. A good transformation function produces the same

basis for similar data chunks, allowing for higher compression gains. In [10] a multi source, lossless

data transmission compression approach based on GD is proposed which transmits the basis (large

part of the data) only if it is not available at the sink node to reduce data transmission.

1.4 Compression Schemes
In this paper we focus on compression techniques that can be used on top of the DLMS protocol in a

transparent way. We propose methods that compress standard APDUs generated by smart meters, and

decompress them in a lossless way at the Head End System, outputting the same APDU that would

have been transmitted without the compressor. To ensure compatibility with existing configurations,

our methods are designed to work when either Null value, Delta array, or both built-in compression

modes are turned on.

We propose three techniques to reduce the size of the transferred APDU packets. The first one targets

the large and very redundant header, while the second and third compress the whole APDU using

generalized deduplication, either from a raw or pre-compressed representation. All three methods

assume relatively small APDU sizes, where the header takes up a considerable chunk of the whole

message, and there are up to a few tens of readings in each APDU. This assumption is in line with

the real life trend of utility providers wanting to monitor consumption closely and have the ability to

report usage to consumers with lower latency.

1.4.1 Header Hash Compression

A major source of overhead in APDU messages is the header, which contains a very verbose encoding

of a small number of attributes that are actually relevant for each message. Our first approach to

decrease the message size is to replace the whole header with a hash value.

In this scenario, smart meters construct APDUs as usual, but instead of uploading the whole message,

the header bytes are deleted and replaced by their own hash. The decompressor at the Head End

System side stores a list of active measurement profile headers and their corresponding hash values.

When a compressed APDU is received, the hash is looked up from this table and the original APDU

header is reconstructed.

Based on how many different measurement profiles (therefore headers) are in use, hash functions of

different lengths may be used. In real life this is usually not higher than a few hundreds, therefore a

short 4-byte hash is enough to keep the probability of hash collisions at an acceptably low rate. The

compression scheme allows using any hash function, as long as the meters and the decompressor at

the Head End System use the same one.

Header hash compressor supports the built-in Null value and Delta array compressor naturally. Null

value compression does not change the header, and since our decompressor can store any header-hash

pairs in its lookup table, it’s possible to keep both an uncompressed and a delta-compressed version

of the same header. Both compression and decompression work the same as before: the compressor

replaces the header with its hash, and the decompressor reconstructs the original APDU using its

lookup table.
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Table 1.1: Lookup table sizes at the Head End System

Profiles CRC32 MD5 SHA-1 SHA-256
100 33 KB 34 KB 35 KB 36 KB
500 166 KB 172 KB 174 KB 180 KB

1.000 331 KB 343 KB 347 KB 359 KB
5.000 1.7 MB 1.7 MB 1.7 MB 1.8 MB

10.000 3.3 MB 3.4 MB 3.5 MB 3.6 MB

Figure 1.2: Compressing each APDU as an independent block. Chunks are transformed to pairs of bases and
deviations, and repeating bases are replaced by a base index.

This algorithm uses very little resources on the smart meter. To replace the header with the hash, we

only need a few hundred bytes of memory to compute the hash value. Depending on the hash function,

the computational requirements range from extremely low (CRC32) to moderate (SHA-256).

To store the lookup table of hash values and full headers, the decompressor on the Head End System

side needs a relatively small amount of space, as seen in Table 1.1. In the usual range of a few hundred

different profiles, the lookup table takes less than a megabyte.

A disadvantage of this compression scheme is that the lookup table must be filled with the headers of

profiles before the first compressed APDU is received. Without a matching hash, the decompressor is

unable to reconstruct the original message, and the Head End System cannot parse and process the

data records. This limitation can be overcome using different approaches like asking the meter about

an unknown hash, or periodically sending the whole header.

Overall, the header hash compression scheme produces extremely good compression when a small

hash function like CRC32 is used, and the APDU message contains few measurements.

The next two compression schemes treat the whole APDU as a continuous byte array, without assuming

anything about its internal structure, e.g. separation of header and data, or where are the data values in

the encoded message. Therefore, these methods work without modifications on uncompressed or pre-

compressed APDUs, using any combination of Null Value, Delta Array or Header Hash compressors.

1.4.2 GD Block Compression

A straightforward way to utilize Generalized Deduplication on APDUs is to compress each message

separately, as an independent block (hence the name “block compression”). Each APDU is broken

into a series of chunks, which are each transformed into a pair of basis and a small deviation. Unique

bases of an APDU are only stored once, repeating bases are replaced by the index of their first occur-

rence. Deviations are stored without modifications. Figure 1.2 illustrates the process and Algorithm 1

describes it in detail.

The compressor maintains a list of bases that has already been produced by chunks of the same APDU.

When a new chunk is transformed, the algorithm tries to find the basis in this list and instead of storing
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1.4. Compression Schemes

Algorithm 1 Compress an APDU with Block compression

Input: Original APDU apdu_i n, chunk size chunk_l en, GD transformation function
g d_tr ans f or m(chunk)

Output: Compressed APDU apdu_out
1: bases ← {}, devi ati ons ← {}
2: chunks ← sl i ce(apdu_i n,chunk_len)
3: for chunk in chunks do
4: basi s,dev = g d_tr ans f or m(chunk)
5: i ← f i nd_i ndex(basi s,bases)
6: bases.i nser t (i if i Ê 0, otherwise basi s)
7: devi ati ons.i nser t (dev)
8: end for
9: apdu_out ← (bases,devi ati ons)

10: return apdu_out

Figure 1.3: Compressing APDUs as a stream. Bases from previous messages are replaced by their hash.

the basis again, only its first index is added to the list of bases. The compressed APDU is a list of

basis-deviation pairs, where each basis is either a unique byte array or an index.

Every repeating basis reduces the message size by the difference of index size and base size, therefore,

the more chunks are mapped to the same basis, the higher compression is achieved. The overall

compression rate primarily depends on two factors: the rate of repeating bases (higher is better) and

the relative size of an index to a full base (smaller is better). To increase the ratio of identical bases, we

can change the transformation function or its parameters, or decrease the chunk size, since smaller

chunks are more likely to be similar to each other. At the same time, to decrease the relative size of the

index, the chunk size must be increased. Fewer chunks become larger, resulting in larger bases and

smaller indexes, both effects contributing to more bytes saved when a base is replaced by its first index.

Finding the best chunk size, transformation function and its parameters for generalized deduplication

is a challenging task due to the conflict of optimizing these two contradictory goals at the same time.

1.4.3 GD Stream Compression

Block compression processes each APDU as a separate message, even though similarity is also present

between them, especially if they belong to the same measurement profile. We can leverage this in the

compressor, and introduce a new technique where repeating bases across APDUs are also not sent

multiple times (see Figure 1.3).

Our GD-based stream compressor works similarly to the block version, with a notable addition: it

replaces bases from previous messages with their hash values. To do that, the compressor maintains
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another list where base hashes from previous APDUs are stored. When the next message is constructed,

bases that are repeating within the current message are replaced by their first index within the message

(same as Block Compression), while bases that were part of a previous message are replaced by their

hash value. New bases which have not been seen in any of the previous APDUs are added to the

message in their full representation and their fingerprint is inserted to the lookup table.

Since the meters have limited memory and storage, this table cannot grow indefinitely. When there’s

no space for a new hash, the meter has to select a victim row that is evicted. To increase efficiency

of compression, we assign a counter to each base hash in the lookup table, which is incremented

each time when the corresponding base is seen. Using this value as a measure of importance, the

compressor can evict the least frequently used hash from the table. If an evicted base is seen again

later, it is considered a new base and added to the message in its full representation.

The decompressor at the Head End System builds and maintains a list of hash-base pairs as APDUs are

being received, so it can look up the original base value when a hash is representing it in the compressed

message. Since identical bases from different meters produce the same hash value, it is enough for

the decompressor to maintain a single lookup table for all meters, which requires significantly less

memory than having one for each meter.

1.5 Performance Evaluation
We test the compression ratio of our proposed compression methods on smart meter readings provided

by Kamstrup A/S. The data set consists of five CSV files which correspond to five smart meters. They

contain thousands of measurements of the same four quantities with the resolution of 15 or 60 minutes

(see Table 1.2). The figures show the average compression rates of the APDUs from the five meters,

error bars showing the minimum and maximum compression rate achieved.

Table 1.2: Evaluation data sets

Meter ID Resolution Measurements Data collection period
28982000 15 minutes 8.495 176 days
28981768 15 minutes 8.767 180 days
28034449 60 minutes 6.451 268 days
27028733 60 minutes 5.661 232 days
29481728 60 minutes 4.160 172 days

1.5.1 Comparison Schemes and Strategy

Header Hash Compression is considered as an optional step before Block or Stream compression

using generalized deduplication. We compare the performance of Header Hash against the built-in

Null and Delta compressors, and see what happens when all three are used at the same time.

GD Block and Stream compressors are measured on raw and pre-compressed APDUs and compared

against the commonly used Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) algorithm, which is less computationally expen-

sive than LZMA, therefore suits better the limited hardware of the smart meters. We apply LZW to each

APDU separately when evaluating our Block compressor, and run it on all APDUs at once for a fair

comparison against our Stream compression method. This technique simulates a stream-optimized

version of LZW where the dictionary of unique substrings is built using all APDUs instead of starting

a new one for each. This way LZW can also leverage information sent in previous messages of the
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1.5. Performance Evaluation

stream, just like our GD-based stream compressor does. In our method however, the decompressor

can operate with much less memory allocation, since a common lookup table can be used for all

meters, while a streaming LZW implementation would have to build a separate dictionary per meter.

We evaluate our GD-based compressors using two transformation functions: Hamming code with

parity bits 5, 6, 7 and 9, and Reed-Solomon error correction code with chunk sizes of 8, 16, 32, 50,

64 and 100 bytes. The number of parity bits used in Hamming code also determine the chunk size

of processing input APDUs. Table 1.3 summarizes the tested parameters of both algorithms. When

measuring the compression rate with a GD-based compressor, we run every configuration of both

Hamming and RS transformation functions, and report the best one of each, which usually comes

from a subset of the parameter space. For example, Hamming parity settings 6, 7 and 8 produce the

best GD Block compression results, as illustrated by Table 1.4.

Meter readings are converted to APDUs with different time window lengths. We evaluate our com-

pression methods using six time periods for reporting: 1, 2 and 4, as well as 12, 24, and 48 readings per

APDU. For example, 4 measurements in an APDU where the meter is recording once every 15 minutes

can be interpreted as converting and uploading the buffer of th meter once every hour. In our tests

we compressed all APDUs from each meter and report the average compression rate, as well as the

minimum and maximum rates across the five meters as error bars.

Table 1.3: Evaluated Hamming and RS code configurations

Hamming configurations
Parity bits Chunk size Base size Deviation size

5 4 bytes 26 bits 6 bits
6 8 bytes 57 bits 7 bits
7 16 bytes 120 bits 8 bits
8 32 bytes 247 bits 9 bits
9 64 bytes 502 bits 10 bits

Reed-Solomon configurations
Chunk size Base size Deviation size

8 bytes 6 bytes 3 bytes
16 bytes 14 bytes 3 bytes
32 bytes 30 bytes 4 bytes
50 bytes 48 bytes 4 bytes
64 bytes 62 bytes 4 bytes

100 bytes 98 bytes 4 bytes

Table 1.4: Hamming parity bits setting with the best GD Block compression

Rows per APDU 1 2 4 12 24 48
No pre-compression 8 8 7 7 6 6

Null value + Delta array 8 8 8 7 7 7
Header hash 6 6 6 6 6 6

1.5.2 Header Hash Compression

This compression technique is extremely effective when the header takes up most of the message.

Since the data part of the APDU is not compressed in any way, the gains are determined by the header-

to-data size ratio within a message. The performance difference of using different hash functions is
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Figure 1.4: Header Hash scheme with different hash functions (above) and combined with other compressors
(below)

a few percents at best, and almost nothing when the header is relatively small. In the following, we

will evaluate the header hash compressor with CRC32, since the collision rate of this hash function is

acceptably low in real life scenarios, and its compression performance is always better than the other

algorithms.

In our analysis we evaluated four widely used hash functions with different output lengths: CRC32

(4B), MD5 (16B), SHA-1 and SHA-256 (20B and 32B). Figure 1.4 shows the resulting compression rates

of APDU messages. This compressor can be performed either on raw APDUs, or together with Null

and/or Delta compression. Since Null compression works across the whole APDU, it helps keeping

the compression rate high even when the header becomes relatively small compared to the data part

of a message. Delta and Header hash compressors also improve each other, but not as much as Null

compressor does. The combination of all three methods is marginally better than using just null and

header hash together.

Overall, the header hash compression brings tremendous gains when meter readings are uploaded

frequently, and the large protocol header dominates the message size. Since computing the CRC32

hash of a few hundred bytes is computationally very cheap, this compression method has high potential

in the DLMS protocol.

1.5.3 GD Block Compression

First, we measure compression rate of raw APDUs. As shown on Figure 1.5, the block compressor

shows very different performance with Hamming and Reed Solomon transformation functions. While

Hamming code shows a predictable compression rate of around 20%, RS code struggles to compress

and even produces larger messages due to padding. LZW performance heavily depends on the size of
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1.5. Performance Evaluation

Figure 1.5: GD Block compressor compared to LZW, on raw APDUs (above) and on pre-compressed ones (below)

the APDU: it can barely compress small messages, but even surpasses Hamming-based GD on larger

ones.

It is also interesting to see what happens if we run the same algorithms on APDUs pre-processed with

Header Hash compressor. The trend is similar to the raw APDU measurements: GD is significantly

better with small data, while LZW can achieve higher rates with more data. Remarkably, even RS

performs bettern than LZW on APDUs with up to 4 measurements.

1.5.4 GD Stream Compression

Our stream compressor is evaluated assuming all bases from previous APDUs fit into the lookup table

on the meter and bases are always replaced by their CRC32 hash when they appear again in a later

APDU. If a base is repeating both within and across APDUs, it is represented by a local index that points

to the first occurrence within the same message.

Figure 1.6 shows that the GD-based compressors perform very similarly. When the message contains

a small number of readings, both Hamming and RS code achieve high gains, which is decreasing as

there are more measurements in a single message. The compression rate of LZW also declines with

larger message size, but it stays above 60% in all tested scenarios. Even though GD compressors never

reach as high compression as LZW, their decompressor counterpart has a significantly lower memory

requirement. While the LZW decompressor has to maintain a separate dictionary for each meter, the

GD-based component can leverage the fact that the same base on different meters produce identical

hash values. Therefore, a single global hash lookup table can be used for APDUs coming from different

meters.
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Figure 1.6: GD Stream compressor compared to LZW, on raw APDUs (above) and on pre-compressed ones
(below)

When applied on pre-compressed APDUs, both Hamming and RS-based GD stream compressors

improve the overall compression rate. Applying the stream version of LZW on top of Header Hash

compression also results in extraordinary size reductions of over 90% with small APDUs, and around

70% with larger ones.

1.6 Conclusions
The proliferation of smart electricity meters bring numerous advantages to the utility providers and

come with a plethora of technical challenges. Increasing the volume and frequency of data being

uploaded from the smart meters to the utility’s Head-End Systems is getting more and more challenging.

In this paper, we have shown three compression techniques which significantly decrease the amount

of data that has to be sent through the network from the meters. We have shown that the proposed

methods can be applied transparently to the existing DLMS APDUs from Kamstrup smart meters.
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Abstract
Smart electricity meters typically upload power consumption readings once or few times a day. Utility

providers aim to increase the upload frequency in order to access consumption information in near real

time, but the currently used data compressors fail to provide sufficient savings in this new scenario on

the low-bandwidth, high-cost data connection. We propose a new compression method and data format

for DLMS smart meter readings, which is significantly better with frequent uploads and makes it feasible

to report every reading in near real time with the same or lower data sizes than the currently available

compressors in the DLMS protocol.

Keywords: data compression, generalized deduplication, smart meter, DLMS, IoT

2.2 Introduction
In the last decade most electricity providers replaced their old meters that had to be read by a tech-

nician with smart connected devices, which are configured remotely and upload readings regularly,

without human intervention. These smart meters have numerous advantages beyond saving costs of

manual readings: high granularity load monitoring, better anomaly and fraud detection or preventive

maintenance just to name a few. The configuration and data upload formats for smart meter com-

munications are focused on flexibility, which resulted in highly configurable but verbose protocols

collectively known as Device Language Message Specification (DLMS [1]). Data compression algorithms

have been part of this de-facto standard for a long time, but the supported methods no longer provide

adequate size reductions considering recent service demands. As utility providers want to receive

readings more frequently (e.g. every 15-60 minutes instead of once a day), assumptions of the current

DLMS compressors about message size do not hold any more and compression rates decline signif-

icantly [2]. When readings uploaded one by one, the existing compressors do not provide any size

reduction.

In this paper we continue our efforts to find better data compression methods for DLMS-based smart

meters, leveraging a technique called Generalized Deduplication (GD). We propose a new algorithm

and companion data format that achieves the same level of data savings when readings are uploaded

in real time as a commonly used DLMS compressor when uploading readings once a day. We evaluate

our method on real life data captured over a 9 months from 95 households, provided by a major Danish

smart meter manufacturer, Kamstrup A/S.

The paper is organized as follows. To give the reader sufficient background on the topic, we start by

describing the important properties of the DLMS data format and compressors, as well as the concept

of generalized deduplication in Section 2.3. Then in Section 2.4 we review existing research efforts on

smart meter reading compression. Next, we introduce our proposed compression scheme in Section

2.5, and evaluate it in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 summarizes our findings.
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2.3. Background

Figure 2.1: When data chunks are not aligned with the similar regions of data, compression potential is poor
(above). Our proposed method positions the chunks where similarity is expected (below).

2.3 Background
In order to describe the context of the proposed compression method, we start by an overview of the

data format of smart meter readings, as well as the built-in compressors. We also give a high level

introduction to the underlying technique of our algorithms: generalized deduplication.

2.3.1 DLMS Protocol and Data Format

DLMS defines the communication protocol between the meters and their server backend, both for

configuration (server to meter) and reporting (meter to server). Meters typically record a power

consumption reading every 15 minutes that stores the consumed active and reactive energy of the past

15 minutes. Each reading consists of several values like the energy values, timestamp, fault indicators

and other signals1. Readings are stored temporarily by the meter until the next scheduled upload,

which happens once or multiple times a day, depending on local regulations and preferences of the

utility provider. At this point the meter constructs a data packet (called Application Packet Data Unit

or APDU) by encoding the readings into the DLMS data format and adding a header that describes its

structure. The actual contents of the header can differ significantly between utility providers, but the

format of encoded data records is identical across providers. Therefore, our compression algorithm

only processes the APDU data buffer, and assumes a different compressor handles the header.

2.3.2 DLMS Compressors

The DLMS protocol includes numerous methods to decrease APDU sizes.

Null Data helps when repeating or predictable values are present in the APDU. It replaces the actual

value by a single NULL byte if it is identical to the previous one (for example the same power consump-

tion was measured multiple times in a row), or the current value was expected from the previous one

(typically when the timestamp increases at the expected rate of 15 minutes).

Delta Array aims to encode the difference between consecutive values of a data signal using fewer bytes

than it would take to encode them in full. It can efficiently compress the energy consumption signals,

since it typically requires only one or two bytes to represent the difference, instead of 4 bytes for the

original full values. Both Null and Delta methods use the previous reading as a basis for compression,

therefore they are only effective when at least two readings are included in an APDU.

V.44 is a general purpose statistical compressor that is included in the DLMS protocol suite. Unlike the

previous methods, it processes the whole APDU (header and encoded data together) as a continuous

byte array, e.g. without any regards to its internal structure

1The complete list of signals can be found in the Evaluations section, in Table 2.1. A sample APDU, including the signal
names, is shown on Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2: Compressing two consecutive APDUs with the pattern-based GD stream compressor.

2.3.3 Generalized Deduplication

Deduplication is a well known technique that decreases size by storing repeating data chunks only once.

While it is great for data with identical segments (e.g file servers), it fails to compress even small changes

between chunks. Vestergaard et al. [3] extended this method with the ability to deduplicate similar

chunks as well. The resulting algorithm called Generalized Deduplication works by first transforming

each data chunk to a pair of basis and deviation. Ideally, the basis stores the repeating information

across chunks, while the difference is captured in the smaller deviation. As a result, similar data

chunks produce identical bases, which can be deduplicated in the compressed representation. The

transformation itself is an arbitrary invertible function, and can be tailored to the data at hand. The

decompressor applies the inverse transformation to basis-deviation pairs to reconstruct the original

data. In principle, GD can be used either as a lossless or a lossy compressor, depending on whether

the deviations are preserved or discarded. In this paper we use it exclusively in lossless mode, since

power consumption data is used for billing, therefore it has to be precisely reconstructed by the utility

provider.

2.4 Related Work
Compressing smart meter data with new algorithms beyond the DLMS build-in methods is a relatively

new field since the need for more frequent uploads is a recent trend. In [2] we introduced generalized

deduplication-based compressors using a single GD transformation function and configuration, and

processing the encoded APDU bytes sequentially, as shown on the upper half of Fig.2.1. We now extend

this method in two directions: positioning GD chunks according to the underlying structure of the

data, and making it possible to use multiple transformation functions and their configurations in a

single compressed packet.

Other methods in this field typically require a model of power consumption to compress. Lee et al. [4]

proposes compressive sensing with empirical modeling of the electricity consumption of different

devices in homes of residential customers. In [5] the authors describe a method using the LZMA

algorithm and predictive modeling, but their technique requires a dictionary and additional prepro-

cessing before compression can start. A different approach in [6] aims to minimize the parameters

required to represent meter readings. They use a method based on Gaussian approximation. Our

proposed compressor does not require any preprocessing or modeling step. The authors of [7] propose

a forecasting-based stream compressor that encodes the difference between the prediction and the

actual measurements. Our algorithms do not require any training or assumptions about the consump-

tion patterns of consumer households, only the knowledge of which data signals are included in the

readings, and their ordering.
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2.5. GD Pattern-Based Stream Compression

Figure 2.3: The evaluated GD patterns (deviation indicated by underline).

2.5 GD Pattern-Based Stream Compression
Similarly to general-purpose compressors like V.44, in our previous works we used GD-based methods

on APDUs as continuous byte sequences, without special alignment to their internal structure. This led

to fair compression rates and straightforward applicability over a wide range of APDU types (different

data signals, signal ordering, upload triggers, etc). However, a lot of compression potential was left

unexploited, as the deduplicated chunks were not aligned with the similar data sections in the APDU.

Figure 2.1 illustrates this issue, as the continuous 4-byte chunks are not aligned with the signal columns.

This skew does not eliminate compression completely, but finding identical GD bases across these

chunks is rather accidental and rare than intentional and exploited every time.

Since encoded readings in an APDU follow a fixed, table-like structure where column widths are

constant, it is possible to align the GD chunks to the similar byte regions (data columns). To enable this

positioning, our original compression scheme, which could use only a single transformation function

in one configuration, is extended to accept a pattern of configurations that are applied to the input

data (encoded APDU in our case) continuously. This way it is possible to position the deduplicated

chunks precisely to the data columns (see lower half of Figure 2.1)

The pattern is given as a compact string that encodes a list of GD algorithms and their configurations.

Each pair directly or implicitly defines the chunk size and the sizes for GD basis and deviation. For

example, the pattern [H5 H6] prescribes using Hamming code with 5 parity bits, then Hamming code

with 6 parity bits. This transformation function only has one parameter (number of parity bits), which

determines the basis and deviation sizes (3+1 bytes for H5, 7+1 bytes for H6), therefore the chunk

size as well (4 bytes for H5 and 8 bytes for H6). During compression the pattern is repeated from the

beginning to the end of the input data array.

To define the pattern used on Figure 2.1, we cannot use Hamming code as the transformation function,

since it does not have a valid configuration for 3, 5 and 14 byte chunks. Furthermore, the highly

variable bytes that should become deviations are located at fixed offsets within the encoded readings,

something that Hamming code does not exploit very well. Therefore, and a different transformation

function is required.

2.5.1 LastByte GD Transformation Function

We propose the transformation function LastByte (LB) that considers the least significant bytes of

a multi-byte value as the deviation. The function has two configuration parameters: n and k, the
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number of bytes of the basis and deviation of an n +k byte data chunk. The inverse function, used

in the decompressor, concatenates the basis and deviation to reconstruct the original data chunk.

This simple transformation efficiently produces identical bases and small deviations when applied

to unsigned integers in big endian encoding, when the range of values (therefore the number of

highly varying bytes) can be estimated well. All of these requirements are true for APDUs of power

consumption readings. Furthermore, the computational simplicity also makes this transformation

ideal for low powered embedded systems like a smart meter.

A LastByte-transformed chunk is encoded in a pattern string as Ln,k or Lnk when both parameters are

single digits. It can also define traditional deduplication, when the deviation length is set to zero. For

example, a possible pattern for the coloring of Figure 2.1 is the following:

[L20 L41 L14,0 L21 L32 L41 L50 L41 L41]

Pattern-based generalized deduplication with the LastByte transformation function on APDUs has

numerous advantages over our previously proposed compressor using Hamming code and a single

chunk size:

• Deduplicated data chunks are positioned exactly to the data columns, not skewed any more.

• LastByte enables extracting the bytes with high variance as deviation, instead of the bits dictated

by Hamming code.

• The encoded readings can be covered without any gaps, therefore no data padding is necessary.

Later in Section 2.6 we evaluate different patterns to see how to best separate the encoded readings to

chunks, and where to position the deviations to maximize compression gain.

2.5.2 Compression Process and Data Format

The compression process takes place on the meter when data upload is triggered. First, the readings

are encoded into the standard DLMS APDU format. Then, the compressor parses the GD pattern string

and applies the transformations to the APDU in a loop. The result is a set of basis-deviation pairs. The

compressor stores the unique GD bases in its internal buffer, and assigns an index to each of them. A

separate array is maintained for bases of different sizes. In the final serialization step, the compressed

APDU is constructed. This starts with the new unique bases that has not been seen in previous APDUs,

followed by the encoded base-deviation pairs that make up this APDU. The bases here are represented

by their indexes in the unique bases array. Compression is achieved by not sending the bases again in

later APDU uploads, only referencing them by their index.

The decompressor performs the inverse of this process. It builds the same unique base arrays as the

compressor does internally, therefore the received base indexes refer to the correct bases. Since the

decompressor also knows the pattern (it can either be sent in the first APDU, or inferred from the APDU

header), both the index and deviation lists can be transmitted without any separators. For example, if

the [L41 L32] pattern is used, the decompressor picks bases from the 4-byte and the 3-byte arrays in

an alternating manner. Furthermore, since both the compressor and decompressor knows how many

unique bases are in each array, the number of bits to address them can be minimized, and packed

tightly into bytes. In our example, the whole Base Index List fits into 4 bits per APDU. Finally, the list of
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deviations are also serialized without delimiters, since the decompressor knows from the pattern how

many bytes to read at a time.

The compression process and compressed data format are illustrated on Figure 2.2. The proposed tech-

nique heavily leverages the information present in the pattern itself, and achieves very low overhead

for serializing the new information of the next compressed APDU.

2.6 Performance Evaluation
We measured the compression rate of our proposed method using a real-life dataset provided by

Kamstrup A/S, a major smart meter manufacturer in Denmark. It includes readings from 95 consumers

over 9 months, between 2020 January and September. Every 15 minutes the smart meters recorded a

reading including 4 power signals, listed in Table 2.1. A single reading is encoded to a total of 49 bytes,

including DLMS type codes (that precede the data values) and additional overheads.

Table 2.1: Contents of a reading

# Name Data Type
1. Log Id 4 byte unsigned int
2. Timestamp 12 byte struct
3. Logger Status 2 byte bitmap
4. Data Quality 4 byte bitmap
5. Active energy consumption (A14) 4 byte unsigned int
6. Active energy generation (A23) 4 byte unsigned int
7. Reactive energy phases 1 and 2 (R12) 4 byte unsigned int
8. Reactive energy phases 3 and 4 (R34) 4 byte unsigned int

As the motivation of our research is the desire of utility providers to receive consumption more fre-

quently, we focus the evaluating compressors with smaller APDUs. Namely, we calculate compression

gains at the sizes listed in Table 2.2. Typical data upload periods have been decreasing from 24-12

hours to 2-6 hours. The ultimate goal is to lower this to immediate upload of each reading.

Table 2.2: Evaluated APDU sizes

Readings/APDU: 1 2 4 12 24 48 96

Upload period: 15min 30min 1h 3h 6h 12h 24h

To evaluate our compressor against the built-in ones and to compare different patterns, we calculate

the compression gain over the whole duration of the dataset, separately for each consumer, and report

the average across all households. The compression gain is expressed as 1− compr essi on r ate in

percentage, where higher values are better (0%: no compression, 100%: data is reduced to zero bytes).

We have replaced the V.44 compressor, which is patented and no implementation is freely available,

with the fundamentally very similar LZMA algorithm, built into Python 3 [8]. The GD pattern-based

compressor is evaluated in Stream Mode (as described in [2]), where consecutive APDUs of a single

meter are considered a data stream. With this technique the unique GD bases that repeat across

APDUs are sent only once, the first time they appear. Data savings are realized two ways: when there

are similar values within an APDU, and across APDUs from the same meter.
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Figure 2.4 shows how the compression gain changes when a meter starts compressing APDUs. Our

pattern-based stream compressor (GD-P) achieves higher compression than the DLMS methods

already from the second APDU, even if every reading is uploaded immediately.

Figure 2.4: The GD-based stream compressor achieves its eventual compression rate already at the second
APDU.

2.6.1 Different Patterns

Patterns enable a high degree of flexibility in our proposed compressor, allowing us to easily experiment

with pattern variations that correspond to different assumptions about the dataset. In the following,

we describe five handcrafted and one automatically derived pattern, and evaluate their compression

performace. Figure 2.3 shows the pattern strings and illustrates how they map to a few DLMS-encoded

readings.

Pattern #1 exploits the constant 0208 type code (meaning: structure of 8 elements) in the beginning

of each encoded reading, and merges it with the LogID in the first chunk. The last two LogID bytes

form the deviation, which allows 256 consecutive readings to produce the same GD basis. The DLMS

standard encodes the timestamp in a way that the highly variable hour and minute bytes are at offsets

8 and 9, so we define a 7+2 LastByte transformation that covers the first half of the timestamp and

captures these bytes as deviation. The rest of timestamp, together with the Status and Data Quality

bitmaps are expected to be constant throughout the dataset. For this reason, the following chunk goes

all the way to the end of A14, where the next highly varying bytes are expected. In this pattern we

assume higher range of active energy readings and allow two bytes for the deviation. The last three

data columns are processed as separate 5-byte chunks, where the one byte is reserved for deviation.

This equals to the assumption of lower variance in the produced active energy and reactive energy

quantities. Pattern #2 only differs in second rule: it assigns two additional bytes of the timestamp to

the deviation, the ones that encode the day of the reading. Pattern #3 goes back to having only the

hours and minutes as deviation, and assumes A23 to be constant across readings by merging it into

the basis of the next chunk. Since no households in our dataset produce electricity, this change is

likely to increase compression. Pattern #4 combines shorter LogID deviation, assumption of constant

A23 and higher A14 variance, while Pattern #5 shortens the A14 deviation to a single byte. Pattern #6

is fundamentally different from the previous ones. It explores whether a GD pattern can be derived

from the APDU header by assigning a fixed transformation to each signal. For example, L41 would be

assigned to LogID and L32 to A14, regardless of their position within a reading.

The results, reported on Fig. 2.5, show that some of our assumptions yield slightly better compression

than others. Since patterns #3 and #4 are the best, the better choice about timestamp is to maximize

the basis length and keep only the hours and minutes in the deviation. Also, it is best to separate only
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Figure 2.5: Compression rates of patterns at different APDU sizes

Figure 2.6: Compression gains (a) and total uploaded data (b) of the evaluated compressors at different upload
frequencies.

the last byte of the LogID, but A14 varies so much that two bytes deviation is the better choice. Since

pattern #6 achieves only 3% lower compression rates than the best hand-optimized ones, it is safe to

declare that automatic generation of patterns is a viable option. This proves the real life applicability

of this compression method, since the GD pattern can be generated from the APDU header, and does

not require a specialist to construct the optimal pattern string on a case-by-case basis.

Since our proposed stream compressor achieves data savings partially by introducing a compressor

state, it is important to see how large this state grows for each pattern. Figure 2.7 shows the state size

over the 9 months time period. Note, that the state size is independent of the upload period, since the

same amount of information is being transferred over time and the same GD bases make up the state

regardless of how frequently a new APDU is uploaded. The relative growth rate is constant at every

pattern, and the memory requirements correspond to the compression gains: patterns with higher

compression require larger state.

Note that our proposed compressor keeps old GD bases in the unique basis arrays indefinitely, therefore

the memory requirement constantly increases over time. An interesting future research direction is to

remove the unused bases from the state over time, either by reference counting or simply defining a

sliding window and evicting old bases automatically. Both improvements can be implemented easily

with the existing compressor architecture.
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Figure 2.7: Size of the compressor state over time, per meter.

2.6.2 Comparison with DLMS Compressors

The current DLMS compressors fall short when the upload period size is drastically shrinked. Null and

Delta methods use the first reading of an APDU as the reference, and can only compress the later ones.

Therefore, their performance with only two and four readings per APDU is not satisfactory, and they

do not provide any savings when each reading is uploaded separately. Another issue with the built-in

methods, including V.44, is they only compress one APDU at a time, and not leverage information in

the previous data packets.

The left side of Figure 2.6 shows the average compression over the whole dataset (using pattern #4 in

the GD-Pattern method). The DLMS methods and LZMA achieve satisfactory compression rates when

the upload period is multiple hours, since they require large APDUs to be efficient. The LZMA method

is noticably good at 12 and 24 hour reporting periods, but due to its computational complexity, it is

rarely used in embedded systems like smart meters. None of the currently available DLMS methods

provide compression of a single reading. Our proposed compressor is able to reduce APDU size to 64%

when every reading is uploaded separately, and up to 74% with larger upload periods.

The right side of the figure plots the total amount of data uploaded per meter, over 9 months at different

upload frequencies, as well as the total uncompressed APDU data size as a reference. The data shows

that our proposed compressor is able to report each reading immediately with similar amount of data

transfer (413 kB) than the best DLMS method with only one upload per day (DLMS Null, 414 kB), or

a heavy statistical compressor reporting every 3 hours (LZMA, 398 kB). This compression efficiency

allows utility providers to access near real-time information with no additional data transfer cost. Note,

that we report the transferred size of complete APDUs (header and data together), where the header is

represented by a 4-byte ID and the data is compressed using the aformentioned algorithms. Our GD-P

method can even process the header together with the APDU data by simply extending the pattern to

the following: L40 [ L52 L72 L16,2 L91 L41 ]. The first 4 bytes (header ID) are treated as a GD

basis and referenced/deduplicated together with all other 4-byte bases. Then, the rest of the pattern is

repeated over the encoded readings, just like before. As a result, the header occupies 4 bytes in the

first GD-P compressed APDU, and only a few bits in all subsequent ones, depending on the number of

unique 4-byte bases. In the other compressors the header ID is repeated in each APDU and need to be

reconstructed separately from the compressed data, using an external database.
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2.7 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a new GD transformation function and a flexible, pattern-based

extension of a previously introduced strem compression technique for smart meter readings. We

have shown that the pattern can be automatically inferred from the APDU definition, making the

method easily applicable in real life at scale. The proposed compressor is highly efficient in reducing

transfer sizes when data is uploaded frequently, and allows utility providers to upload every reading

immediately.
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Abstract
Given the large and sustained growth in the number of smart meters for different applications, e.g.,

electricity, water or heat, effective data compression has become increasingly important. Although

smart meters tend to encrypt payloads using state-of-the-art solutions, the packet length variability

introduced by compression of the data can be exploited in a side channel attack to gain knowledge about

the consumption of individual meters. For example, a meter reporting constant (e.g. zero) consumption

can be compressed more than one reporting more erratic usage. An attacker may gain knowledge

of behavioral patterns of a household, e.g., when is no one home, or company, e.g., active periods

of production. This paper analyzes the correlation between compressed packet length and reported

consumption of multiple signals and practical reporting periods for the DLMS standard using real

(anonymized) smart meter measurements. We consider various built-in compressors and also propose

new techniques that can both increase the compression and reduce this correlation. Our proposed

schemes are particularly well suited for the increasingly popular case of high frequency reporting, e.g.,

reporting each measurement as it becomes available.

Keywords: compression, DLMS, IoT, generalized deduplication, smart meters, side channel, infor-

mation leak

3.1 Introduction
In the last decade most utility providers have changed the way they collect consumption data from

infrequent manual readings to automatic upload using Smart Meters. Installing these connected

devices to residential and industrial customers allows the provider to monitor usage at a much finer

granularity and receive frequent readings. The opportunities enabled by this high detailed information

are game-changing: providers can get feedback on the quality of their service including near real time

alerts on anomalies and power outages, as well as drastically improved fraud detection and demand

forecasting, just to name a few.

These new business advantages come at a price. Providers now have to manage thousands to millions

of Smart Meters, provide adequate upload bandwidth and collect, store and analyze the received data.

To reduce the size of readings, the protocol supports data compression. Since the meters are usually

connected via a low-bitrate technology like 2G cellular network, compression savings add up to a

tremendous amount for the whole fleet, and providers can rarely afford to turn it off. Although the data

upload protocol includes adequate encryption, built-in compressors leak information about the power

usage via a side channel. When an attacker is able to observe the size of compressed and encrypted

data packets, they might be able to infer information about the consumption.

In this paper we analyze the correlation of measured power consumption and the size of compressed

data packets under different conditions. We later propose three new compression techniques that

provide better trade-off between privacy and bandwidth savings than the built-in schemes. The rest

of the paper is organized as follows. After giving an overview of recent efforts to preserve privacy

of Smart Meter data in Section 3.2, we introduce the readings transfer protocol, its implications on

uncompressed packet size, and discuss the built-in Null and Delta compression schemes in Section 3.3.

Section 3.4 describes the novel compression techniques we are proposing to mitigate, and in some
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cases eliminate the information leak. Section 3.5 shows the analysis of all discussed compressors, and

Section 3.6 draws the conclusions.

3.2 Related Work
Data collected by smart meters can be used to violate user privacy, e.g., by revealing sensitive energy

consumption patterns that can indicate household occupancy at different times in the day or even

economic status of its inhabitants. A recent survey [1] explores legal issues, notions of privacy and

requirements for privacy-preserving smart meter data collection, management and processing. Two

main threat models are considered: (i) the trusted operator model, in which data is collected and

stored in a centralized information infrastructure managed by the operator, who is trusted; (ii) the

non-trusted operator model, in which the service provider and collaborators with access to the data can

behave adversarially. The first model is fundamentally weaker, and forces adversaries to infer private

information from external sources such as observable network traffic, tampered smart meters or com-

promised infrastructure. However, it captures currently deployed infrastructures and simplifies billing,

since the operator has access to consumption information in plaintext. The latter model captures the

complexity of modern energy ecosystems, but complicates operational aspects. The authors also make

a distinction between cryptographic privacy, where privacy mechanisms are enforced by cryptographic

techniques that limit what can be learned from smart meter data; and statistical privacy which limits

what can be inferred about an individual who contributes sensitive information to a larger data set.

In terms of cryptographic privacy, most of the solutions for smart metering privacy in the trusted oper-

ator model are concentrated in applications of homomorphic encryption [2–4]. In such cryptosystems,

operations performed over data encrypted under the same public key correspond to closely-related

operations performed over the underlying plaintexts. The biggest advantage of such solutions is that

data utility is preserved, with the downside of a non-trivial performance penalty due to computation-

ally intensive public-key cryptography operations. Privacy in the non-trusted operator model can be

obtained by aggregating data among meters before delivery, which may create scalability issues and

resilience problems in case of failure [5]. Moreover, a third party is necessary for distributing secrets

beforehand.

Statistical privacy techniques attempt to hide data patterns, compromising some of the data utility.

The simplest proposal in this class is to employ rechargeable batteries [6, 7] which physically introduce

noise as an increase or decrease in consumption, and limit the possibility of load monitoring at a

non-trivial (environmental) cost. In another work, Sankar et al. [8] propose a theoretical framework

based on mutual information as a privacy metric, where utility is estimated by a mean-square error

distance metric. A major shortcoming shared by these works is their lack of formal guarantees in

terms of a proper privacy-accuracy tradeoff, relying on heuristic analysis instead. The differential

privacy definition solves this concern by providing quantitative methods to formally assess the privacy

loss of contributing to a data set. Differentially private solutions represent the state of the art in the

non-trusted operator model [9], but incur increases in bandwidth consumption to hide periods of low

demand, and might marginally penalize consumers due to lower accuracy.

Side channel attacks are also common in the realm of web applications, where the attacker observes

encrypted HTTP requests between the client and a server. The most famous attacks, CRIME1 and

1https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2012-4929
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BREACH2 exploit the LZ77 algorithm of Gzip, the most commonly used web traffic compressor. The

built-in compression mechanisms in DLMS are also vulnerable to this family of attacks, since size

reduction is always the result of identical data chunks. As opposed to web application hacking, where

the attacker typically can control the plaintext data being compressed and transported, our research

assumes a passive actor who cannot influence the measured energy consumption, let alone fully

control the contents of APDU packets.

3.3 Motivation
The de-facto protocol for information exchange between Smart Meters and the Head End System

(HES, the back-end system that manages the meters) is called Device Language Message Specification

(DLMS3). The utility provider can create so-called Load Profiles, which define what quantities should

be measured by the meters at what time intervals (typically 15 minutes), and trigger condition(s) when

the collected readings should be uploaded. Usually there are multiple profiles active at the same time,

allowing the provider to monitor different qualities of the service at different rates, or instruct the

meter to upload a very detailed timeline of events that happened just before an anomaly.

The DLMS protocol also defines a message format for meters when compiling a number of readings

into a data packet, called an Application Data Unit (APDU). The vendor of the Smart Meter system or

the utility provider using it is allowed to customize the message format, and add or remove components

of APDUs as they wish. The real life dataset we analyze in this paper has been provided by Kamstrup

A/S, a major Smart Meter manufacturer, who has extended the standard packet format with a header

that describes the Load Profile which the APDU belongs to. This makes the packets self describing,

simplifying the process in the HES to identify and categorize them quickly.

When an APDU is constructed by a meter, the protocol dictates that every reading is encoded to a fixed

length segment in the binary data packet. Since the header is also the same for each message of a Load

Profile, the total size of an uncompressed packet is constant. This is excellent for user privacy, since

the APDU size does not reveal anything about the readings, but uploading uncompressed readings

requires a lot of bandwidth. To help this problem, DLMS includes a number of data compression

options.

The Null Data4 compression scheme replaces a value with a null marker byte if it is identical or

computable from the previous record. For example, if the timestamp increases at a constant rate, only

the first reading will include the full 14-byte value, and later ones only have the single-byte null marker.

Similarly, when the power consumption does not change between measurements, Null Data replaces

the 4-byte integers with one byte. This makes the compressed APDU size highly dependent on the

underlying compression readings, leading to compromised user privacy. A different method, Delta

Array compression aims to reduce APDU size by decreasing the number of bytes for values that can be

represented shorter than the data type would prescribe. For example, the default data type for active

energy takes 4 bytes. If the actual measured value fits into a single byte, the compressor changes the

type code to a 1-byte type.

2https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2013-3587
3https://www.dlms.com/
4Null Data and Delta Array schemes are described in https://www.dlms.com/files/DLMS-UA-White-Paper-Efficiency_

V1_181101.pdf
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3.4. Proposed Compression Schemes

Figure 3.1: An example APDU that consists of four readings of four quantities. Total size: 527B, header (blue):
331B (63%), type codes (orange): 44B (8%), data (black): 152B (29%).

3.4 Proposed Compression Schemes
As either alternatives or additives to the built-in methods, we propose three new compression schemes

that strike a good balance between size reduction and privacy protection. All of them can be applied to

the transferred APDUs transparently for the existing meter and HES software components, since the

compressor works on the output APDUs of the meter and the decompressor losslessly reconstructs the

original APDU before the HES receives it.

3.4.1 Header Hash Replacement

The header that makes APDUs self describing and the HES simpler is relatively large if there’s a small

number of readings being transmitted in a message. For a Load Profile that measures four quantities

produces a 527-byte uncompressed APDU when only four readings are encoded together, out of

which only 152 bytes contain the actual measured values, the rest is the header (331B) and the type

information (44B), as illustrated by Fig 3.1.

Since the header is constant for each Load Profile, it is not necessary to send it with every message.

Instead, we propose replacing it with its hash digest. The decompressor would simply read the hash

value, look up the corresponding Load Profile from a dictionary and inject it to the APDU before

forwarding it to the Head End System. The size of this lookup table stays under 360 kB even if we

assume a relatively large number of 1000 different Load Profiles, and SHA-256, a secure hash function.

When used with uncompressed APDUs this technique preserves user privacy completely as it produces

constant-size APDUs. This is due to the fact that the fixed size header is replaced by a fixed-size hash,

which does not reveal any information about consumption to an observer. The achieved compression

varies widely, e.g., from 86 to 11%, depending on the number of readings in an APDU (min: 1, max: 48)

and checksum used (min: CRC32, max: SHA-256).

3.4.2 Generalized Deduplication-based Schemes

Deduplication is a well-known compression technique, which eliminates identical chunks in the input

data. Recently a new, more general variant of the traditonal method has been introduced [10], which is

able to compress not only identical but also similar data chunks. The key idea of the new technique

called Generalized Deduplication (GD) is to decompose each data chunk to a pair of basis and a small

deviation in a way that 1) the original data chunk can be reconstructed perfectly, and 2) similar chunks

are mapped to the same basis (See Fig 3.2). The core of this technique is the transformation function

that converts a data chunk to a basis-deviation pair during the compression phase, and reconstructs
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Figure 3.2: Standard and Generalized Deduplication

Figure 3.3: Block compressor using Generalized Deduplication

the original chunk from the pair in the decompressor. Error correcting codes like Hamming and Reed-

Solomon have shown promising results with IoT data, and new algorithms are also being designed

specifically for GD.

Since GD compresses not only identical but also similar data chunks, reduced APDU size does not

equal to constant energy consumption any more. This is a key property that we exploit to decrease

correlation between the measured consumption and the resulting compressed packet size, and limit

the amount of information that can be inferred by a attacker observing encrypted network traffic.

Based on the concept of Generalized Deduplication, we propose two concrete compression schemes

for DLMS APDUs.

Block Compression with GD: First, we propose using Generalized Deduplication to compress each

APDU independently. This simple algorithm converts chunks of an APDU to a series of base-deviation

pairs, and replaces the repeating bases by the index of the first chunk where they appeared (see Fig 3.3)

while preserving the ordering of chunks. The decompressor finds the referenced base by chunk index,

and passes each base-deviation pair to the inverse transformation function, which reconstructs the

original data chunk. Due to the simplicity of this technique, both the compressor in the Smart Meter

and decompressor in the HES are fast and require very low amount of memory.

Stream Compression with GD: Since there is a lot of similiarity between readings across APDUs, we

can reduce transfer size even further by leveraging information that has been sent previously. The

GD-based stream compressor does exactly that, as an extension to the block mode. When it encounters

a base that is new in the current APDU but has already been sent in a previous one, it replaces the

base with its hash digest (see Fig 3.4). Using hash to identify bases instead a numeric index serves two

purposes. First, since Smart Meters do not stop sending readings for a very long time, the number
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Figure 3.4: Stream compressor using Generalized Deduplication

of unique bases in the total lifetime of the stream may grow very high, requiring a long data type for

these cross-APDU base indexes from the very beginning. Second, since hashes identify APDUs across

multiple Meters, the decompressor at the Head End System can use a single lookup table of hashes

and bases for all meters. If we would be using numeric indexing, the decompressor would have to keep

track of the indexes separately for each meter.

3.5 Evaluation

3.5.1 Evaluation metrics

The aim of our paper is to analyze different APDU compression schemes in terms of compression gain

and amount of information leaked by the packet size.

Compression Gain: The rate of size reduction achieved by compression is calculated as 1− compr essed si ze
or i g i nal si ze ,

which ranges from 1 (ideal compression) through 0 (no compression) to negative values (compressed

size is higher than the original).

Information leakage: We consider an attacker who is able to observe encrypted network traffic be-

tween the Smart Meters and the HES, but cannot decrypt or alter it. This actor is trying to infer

information about energy consumption just from the sizes of compressed APDUs uploaded by the

Smart Meters. Our goal is to quantify the statistical connection between the measured electricity

consumption and the compressed packet size. To evaluate compressors, we use anonymized readings

from a Load Profile provided by Kamstrup ApS, which contain four independent signals: two active

energy (kW h) and two reactive energy (kvar h) quantities from a real household. Since a single data

packet contains readings of all four quantities, we define the measure of information leak as the Multi-

ple correlation coefficient (R) [11], [12] between the four predictor variables and the changes between

consecutive APDU sizes (dependent variable). Higher correlation means that more consumption

information can be inferred from observing packet sizes.

The statistical method of multiple correlation generalizes the standard coefficient correlation to

having more than one independent variable. R ranges from 0 to 1, where higher values mean stronger

relationship. It is common to refer to this coefficient as the squared multiple correlation coefficient (R2).

Since value of R2 is affected by the number of independent variables, it sometimes overestimates the

population correlation. Adjusted R2, denoted by R2
ad j was introduced to correct this bias. We report

both R and R2
ad j values for every evaluated compression scheme.
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Figure 3.5: Compression gain and correlation of different compression schemes over different reporting time
periods. The markers show reporting periods from 1 to 48 readings per APDU left to right (e.g.
leftmost: one reading, rightmost: 48 readings). Note that the correlation (R) values on the "Segmented"
charts for 24 and 48 readings are not reliable, since less than enough data points were available.

Let us assume {X1, X2, ..., X j , ..., X J } and y is a set of J independent variables and the dependent variable,

respectively. X and y are defined as the augmented matrix collecting the data for the independent

variables and the vector of observations for the dependent variables, respectively, as:

X =


1 x1,1 . . . x1, j . . . x1,J
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

1 xn,1 . . . xn, j . . . xn,J
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

1 xN ,1 . . . xN , j . . . xN ,J

 , y =


y1

...

yn

...

yN

 , (3.1)

where N denotes the number of samples. The vector ŷ = X b with b = (
X T X

)−1X T y contains the

predicted values of the dependent variable. The regression sum of squares is

SSr eg r essi on = bT X T y − 1

N
(1T y)2, (3.2)

where 1T is a row vector of 1′s conformable with y . The total sum of squares is

SStot al = yT y = 1

N
(1T y)2. (3.3)
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3.5. Evaluation

Accordingly, the squared multiple correlation coefficient and the adjusted squared multiple correlation

coefficient are

R2 = SSr eg r essi on

SStot al
, (3.4)

R2
ad j = 1− [(1−R2)

( N −1

N − J −1

)
]. (3.5)

Although several different formulas for R2
ad j exist, this is one most commonly used. Rules-of-thumb [13]

determine the minimum number of samples to conduct multiple and partial correlation. In particular,

the minimum number of samples to have an accurate multiple correlation coefficient is 50+8 · J .

3.5.2 Numerical results

We evaluate the performance of several compression methods using anonymized real life smart

meter readings provided by Kamstrup A/S. We use a CSV file containing 8400 measurements of four

signals with the resolution of 15 minutes, hence we have 4 independent variables. We evaluate the

performance considering six reporting time periods of 1,2,4,12,24 and 48 readings per APDU (e.g. 2

means 2·15 = 30 minutes reporting period). We compare our techniques, i.e., header hash replacement,

GD block and stream compression and their combinations, with the built-in compression methods

Null, Delta and both of them applied together. Furthermore, we compare with uncompressed scheme

as well as the standard compression scheme LZW [14]. We apply LZW to each APDU separately. For

generalized deduplication, we apply Hamming and Reed-Solomon codes to create the mapping from a

chunk to the basis-deviation pair. In particular, we use a range of Hamming codes with 5,6,7,8 and 9

parity bits. We use Reed-Solomon codes over the finite field of 28 with the error correction capability

of 1 byte and chunk sizes of 8,16,32,50,64, and 100 bytes. For measuring compression gain with a

GD-based compression scheme, we measure the compression gain for all different DD, Hamming

and Reed-Solomon configurations and report the best result of each. A correlation coefficient cannot

be calculated in case of having a constant dependent or independent variable. If the APDU sizes are

constant, such as the uncompressed scheme or header hash, no information can be inferred from

the APDU sizes. Thus, we assign the correlation coefficient of 0 to the case of having a constant

APDU size. If a measurement signal is constant, i.e., the differential samples are constant and equal

to 0, changes in this signal has no effect in the APDU size changes and we can safely remove the

signal (since our dependent variable is the change in conpressed APDU size). In our data set, one

of the four signals is constant, therefore we do not consider it in the multiple correlation coefficient

calculation. To calculate the multiple correlation coefficient, the number of samples in the dependent

and independent variables must be equal. For reporting time period of 1, each APDU contains a

single set of measurements, i.e., 1 measurement of each signal. Thus, the number of samples in the

dependent and independent variables are equal. However, for reporting time period of 2, each APDU

maintains 2 sets of measurements causing the number of samples in the dependent variable to be half

of the number of samples in the independent variables. To solve this issue for reporting time period

of 2, we expand each independent variable into 2 independent variables, each containing half of the

samples. One of them contains the odd samples and the other one contains the even samples. Then,

we will have 2 ·3 = 6 independent samples for reporting time period of 2 readings/APDU. Similarly,

for reporting time period of x, we have x ·3 independent variables. We call this scheme, segmented

approach, hereafter, due to splitting each independent variable into multiple independent variables.

As previously mentioned, our data set contains 8400 measurements per signal. According to the
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rules-of-thumb, we do not have enough samples per variable for reporting time periods of 24 and 48.

For instance, for reporting time period of 24, we have 24 ·3 = 72 (J = 72) independent variables. And,

we need a minimum of 50+8 ·72 = 626 samples per variable; while, we only have 8400
24 = 200 samples

per variable. This means that the calculated multiple correlation coefficient is not reliable for 24 and

48 reporting time periods.

To overcome this problem, we define another scheme called summed approach. Rather than expanding

each independent variable into multiple independent variables, we sum the consecutive differential

values in the same time window that is covered by the APDU, for each independent variable. Thus, the

number of independent variables is always equal to 3 (J = 3) for all the reporting time periods which

implies the number of samples is always greater than 50+8 ·3 = 74.

Fig. 3.5 demonstrates compression gain and multiple correlation coefficient for different compression

schemes over different reporting time periods for segmented and summed approaches. The black

square at the top left is the theoretical ideal case where the multiple correlation coefficient is 0 (e.g. no

information can be inferred) and the compression gain is 1 (e.g. every APDU is compressed to zero

bytes). The closer to the ideal case translates to a better performance. Each compression line has 6

markers on it. From left to right, these markers belong to reporting time periods of 1,2,4,12,24 and 48

except for header hash and uncompressed approaches. Since Header Hash replaces the header with a

constant size digest, the compressed APDU size is constant and the multiple correlation coefficient

is 0, therefore its curve has only vertical changes. The numbers in these markers show the reporting

time periods. As in uncompressed scheme, we do not have either compression or correlation, it is

always fixed in (0,0). The plots of Fig. 3.5 clearly identify two big trends: one for most algorithms and

one for some of our approaches. Our header hash and GD stream-based compressors show higher

compression and smaller correlation with more frequent uploads, while the built-in ones get worse in

terms of compression. For instance, header hash plus GD stream (Hamming) has a correlation of 0.02

and compression gain of 0.88 for reporting time period of 1. Header hash scheme, for reporting time

period of 1, corresponds to correlation of 0 and compression gain of 0.86. While for higher reporting

time periods, our schemes provide a little bit less compression compared to Null or Null plus Delta,

but they provide less correlation and hence higher privacy protection. For reporting time period

of 48, summed scheme, Null plus Delta has R2
ad j of 0.77 while GD stream (Hamming) and header

hash plus GD stream (Hamming) correspond to R2
ad j of as low as 0.40. While GD-based compressors

provide slightly lower compression with Hamming compared to standard deduplication, they result in

significant higher side channel security. Considering summed technique and reporting time period of

48, R2
ad j is equal to 0.82 and 0.40 for GD stream Dedup and GD stream Hamming, respectively. This

shows that the Header Hash Replacement and GD stream-based techniques correspond to significantly

higher compression and privacy compared to the built-in compressors, when the reporting time period

is reduced to an hour or less.

3.6 Summary
This paper analyzed the correlation between the packet lengths resulting from data compression and

the consumption reported in the payload of those packets. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first analysis of the kind for smart meter data and, particularly, for the DLMS protocol. We analyze this

performance of standard compressors in DLMS, e.g., Delta, Null, as well as well-known lightweight
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compressors, e.g., LZW. These solutions have a common trend: the fewer measurements reported

per packet, the less correlation but also the less compression potential. Beyond these state-of-the-art

solutions, we propose new families of compressors that provide a better compression-correlation

trade-off. In fact, we show that more frequent reporting (fewer measurements per packet) with our

schemes actually yields substantially better compression and lower correlation. Thus, our proposals

can open the door to higher frequency reporting, which is highly demanded by utility providers, by

reducing the transmission costs and reducing the potential for the studied side channel attack. Future

work will focus on developing (dynamic) mechanisms that can maintain a similar compression levels,

but that reduce even further the correlation between packet length and consumption. We will consider

combinations of current proposals as well as techniques to randomize packet lenghts or, alternatively,

make the packet lenghts constant.
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Abstract
Smart electricity meters are widely deployed report power consumption automatically and frequently.

However, the current compression methods have been suspected to leak information about the times

when consumers are active, by mirroring spikes of power consumption in the compressed message size.

In this paper we show that, compressed message sizes are indeed highly correlated with the underlying

power use. We present a clustering-based method that allows a passive adversary monitoring encrypted

network traffic to build and exploit power consumption profiles of homes. We evaluate the vulnerability

of legacy compressors of the DLMS/COSEM standard as well as a recently proposed algorithm. Our

results show that the novel algorithm not only provides higher compression potential, but results in the

least information leakage. We evaluate our results on an real, anonymized dataset spanning 9 months

and 95 households.

Keywords: compression, iot, generalized deduplication, smart meter, dlms

4.1 Introduction
In the past decade, smart electricity meters replaced the simple devices that had to be read by a

technician, with Internet-connected mini computers that are configured remotely and upload readings

automatically. DLMS/COSEM [1], the de-facto communications protocol between the meters and

their server backend was designed to be highly flexible, which resulted in a verbose data format with

large messages. To reduce their size, several compression algorithms were added to the protocol over

the years.

Originally, meters were configured to record power consumption in Watt-hours every 15 minutes and

upload these readings once or twice a day. The typical resolution has not changed since, but the upload

period is shrinking significantly. Utility providers want to obtain data a lot more frequently, for multiple

reasons like being more efficient in load prediction, fraud detection or preventive maintenance. Data

upload is now desired several times a day, with instant upload of each reading being the ultimate goal.

However, simply decreasing the reporting time in the meter configuration would explode the total

volume of data transfer in the system. Since messages start with a header that is often as large as a

few readings, uploading more frequently uses more data in total. Additionally, the protocol’s own

compression algorithms are less efficient or completely ineffective when fewer readings are bundled

together.

Besides the increased cost of more frequent uploads (due to the inefficiency of the built-in compressors)

there is another issue: compromised privacy. It has been shown [2] that there is high correlation

between the size of compressed readings and the power consumption encoded in them. This allows a

passive attacker, who is able to monitor the network traffic but cannot decrypt its contents, to infer

the approximate electricity use of the household, and detect when the house is likely occupied. This

vulnerability has been present in the DLMS protocol since the introduction of compressors. While

the legacy configuration of a single upload at midnight only makes it possible to detect whether

a house was empty yesterday, higher frequency uploads may reveal higher granularity and almost

real-time information of the household’s occupancy and activities to an attacker. Research in this

area has focused on showing correlation between compressed message sizes and underlying power

consumption. While this has been an important step in revealing a potential issue, it has not yet shown
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4.1. Introduction

Figure 4.1: High level illustration of the exploitation techniques.

how an attacker would infer consumption patterns, or how the extracted information becomes more

precise with frequent data uploads.

In this paper we present two techniques to infer information about household power consumption, as

shown on Figure 4.1. First, we discuss how the predictability of legacy compressors leads to simple

rules that allow identifying power consumption spikes only from the size of uploaded readings. Then,

we propose a clustering-based method that an adversary could use to build a power consumption

model of compromised households. This potentially leads to predicting when the house is likely to be

empty in the future.

After reviewing the current state of DLMS privacy research, we introduce the data format used to encode

the readings, and the evaluated compressors. Section 4.4 discusses the root cause of information leak

in the legacy compressors and proposes two ways to extract information about electricity consumption

patterns from compressed message sizes. In Section 4.5 we present the results of our evaluation of the

compressors at different data upload periods.

Name Unit Description OBIS Code
Orig.Size

(data+type code)
Compressors

Log ID - Counter 1.1.99.1.0.255 4+1 bytes Null, Delta
RTC - Timestamp (custom encoding) 0.1.1.0.0.255 12+2 bytes Null

Status - Problems with the meter 1.1.99.1.0.255 2+1 bytes Null, Delta
Data Quality - Problems of the measurement 1.1.99.1.0.255 4+1 bytes Null, Delta

A14 Wh Active energy 1.1.1.8.0.255 4+1 bytes Null, Delta
R12 VArh Reactive energy phases 1-2 1.1.2.8.0.255 4+1 bytes Null, Delta
R34 VArh Reactive energy phases 3-4 1.1.3.8.0.255 4+1 bytes Null, Delta

Table 4.1: DLMS Data Signals in smart meter readings of our interest
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4.2 Related Work
Data recorded by smart meters hold sensitive private information about the power consumption

patterns of the users, which may be used to identify household occupancy at different times, and even

to suggest the wealth status of the tenants.

The recent survey [3] makes a distinction between cryptographic and statistical privacy, where the

former employs cryptographic techniques to hide the contents of data uploads, wheres the latter

obfuscates the power use of individual consumers. We further note, that cryptographic and statistical

privacy notions are complementary, and must be addressed jointly. Cryptographic mechanisms can

still leak side-channel information [4], and statistical methods might reveal too much information

with consecutive queries. In that sense, data confidentiality becomes a challenge, as pointed out in [3]:

“An interesting related issue is whether data access patterns at the MDMS or communication patterns

between a meter and the MDMS could reveal private information about a consumer even if the data

are encrypted. We are not aware of a reported privacy breach of this kind (...)”. Our paper discusses

exactly this problem in the context of smart meter data compression methods assuming encrypted

communication, and appears to be among the first to address it in a realistic setting.

Inferring information about the plaintext by observing the size of ciphertext is a well known exploita-

tion method of data compressors, typically used on the web. In these attacks, the adversary can

force the system to encrypt and compress any chosen plaintext, and read the resulting message size.

Systematically abusing this ability leads to learning secrets, as demonstrated by the famous CRIME and

BREACH attacks (Cybersecurity Vulnerability IDs: CVE-2012-4929 and CVE-2013-3587). In contrast,

our research assumes a passive actor who cannot influence the measured energy consumption, let

alone fully control the readings.

4.3 Data Format and Compressors
In this section we provide an overview of the power consumption reading data format, the stan-

dard compression methods supported by the protocol, as well as a recently proposed compression

scheme [5].

4.3.1 Data Format

Smart meters are capable of measuring several physical quantities like active energy consumption and

generation (e.g, with solar panels), different phases of reactive power, as well as voltages and additional

service quality parameters. They are configured to record and upload readings of combinations of

these signals (called Measurement Profiles). In this paper we only consider a Profile that includes active

energy consumption, since this contains private information about occupancy of the home.

When a set of readings are uploaded, the meter encodes them in the DLMS/COSEM protocol format.

We will refer to these encoded data messages by their original name: Application Packet Data Units

or APDUs. Table 4.1 lists the signals included in APDUs which we are investigating. An uploaded

data message is composed of a constant header that describes the Measurement Profile, followed by

the array of encoded readings. Each one is 44 bytes long (including the encoding overhead) without

compression.
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4.4. Exploitation Methods

4.3.2 DLMS Compressors

The protocol includes a number of algorithms to reduce the size of APDUs. Delta Array compression

replaces a value with the difference between it, and the previous value of the same signal (e.g, a[n] ←
(a[n]−a[n −1])), and encodes this delta using the smallest possible data type. Savings come from

the fact, that even if the original value fills the whole 4 bytes reserved for it (which it rarely does),

the difference between two consecutive readings almost always fits in one or two bytes. Null Data

compressor reduces the size of repeating values and periodically increasing timestamps. It simply

replaces the redundant value with a single-byte marker.

V.44 is a statistical compressor that can be applied to the whole APDU, including the header. It is much

more computationally expensive than the first two, and similarly fails to provide size reduction at

frequent uploads. According to our earlier experiments [5] at least four readings per APDU are needed

to achieve a lower size. Since V.44 is a patented algorithm [6] without a freely available implementation,

we have used the Python 3 version [7] of the similar Lempel-Ziv Markov chain (LZMA) compressor

as a replacement in our evaluations. This algorithm works by building a dictionary of repeatedly

occurring sections in the data and assigning shorter codewords to the more frequent entries. The

compressed data representation consists of the dictionary itself and the list of codewords. LZMA is

a general purpose algorithm that does not leverage the DLMS format like the previously introduced

compressors.

4.3.3 Generalized Deduplication

Data Deduplication (DD) is a well-known method for compressing repeating data. It is typically

used over files in environments where multiple users are likely to own the same exact document,

and the system can save significant amount of space by removing duplicates [8, 9]. Since it can only

compress identical data chunks, DD is rarely considered for IoT data like smart meter readings. A

recent improvement however can shrink not only identical but also similar sections in the data. This

new method, Generalized Deduplication (GD) [10] applies an arbitrary transformation function to data

segments, converting them to pairs of bases and small deviations. Ideally, the common information

across segments is extracted to a few unique bases which are deduplicated, and differences are captured

by the small deviations.

Methods that exploit GD have been proposed in our previous work, e.g., [5, 11]. In particular, [5] we

propose a stream compressor that heavily exploits the internal structure of DLMS messages to achieve

high compression even when readings are reported very frequently.

4.4 Exploitation Methods
In this section we describe the source of information leak with Null and Delta methods, as well as how

the compressed APDU sizes can be used to infer patterns of the underlying real power consumption.

First, we show a method of identifying time periods of high power consumption in a household. Then,

using these exploitable rules, we present a clustering-based algorithm that allows an attacker to learn

the electricity consumption habits of residents, and infer when the house is regularly empty. We

verify the accuracy of this exploit by clustering both the daily power consumption measurements and

compressed APDU sizes, and calculating the ratio of days that end up in the same clusters.
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The size of compressed data has always been dependent of the entropy, therefore it is no surprise

that methods used for reducing APDU sizes inhibit this behavior as well, and produce different length

outputs with different consumption patterns. The problem with DLMS compressors is that they change

the size in a very predictable way, leaking information about the power consumption of the household

where the readings are coming from.

4.4.1 Delta Compressor

Delta compression typically affects the active energy (A14) signal: it reduces the encoded size of each

data value from the default 4 bytes to either two bytes (when consumption is under 65.5 kWh in a

15-minute time slot) or to a single byte under 256 Wh. Residental consumers practically never exceed

the 65.5 kWh/15 minutes threshold, but unfortunately, 256 Wh usage is a good indicator whether a

house is active or not. As a result, the size of Delta-compressed APDUs clearly indicates how many

15-minute periods had ’high’ consumption during the timespan of the APDU. Since an attacker can

measure time between two uploads, they know how many readings are included, and able to calculate

what would be the Delta-compressed size with no high-consumption quarters. Using this as a baseline,

every byte increase in the observed APDU size means one 15-minute window with high power use. For

example, if readings are uploaded every two hours and the message is 3 bytes larger than the calculated

baseline, the attacker knows there were three 15-minute periods when the household’s total energy

use exceeded 256 Wh. These upticks are illustrated on Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Power consumption and APDU size using different compressors and 1 hour upload period.

Even though this exploitation method is very reliable, it has significant limitations for the attacker:

• Since the first reading is not affected by Delta compressor, high consumption in the first 15

minutes of the APDU timespan is invisible on the compressed message size.

• Only power consumption spikes over 256 Wh are revealed, gradual changes under or above it are

hidden.

• The magnitude of power spikes cannot be inferred, only their presence.

• Distribution of high-consumption periods within the whole APDU time frame is not revealed,

only their total number. For example, if 3 high power periods are inferred from an data message
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with 8 readings, the attacker does not know if there was a single continuous activity spanning 45

minutes, or three separate spikes.

• Utility providers rarely collect active energy readings alone. Reactive power consumption is

typically also billed and recorded together with active energy, which may introduce noise in

the Delta-compressed message size, making it harder for an attacker to utilize this exploit.

Unfortunately, this is not the case in our dataset. In most households where active energy

fluctuates around the 256 Wh threshold (therefore vulnerable to the Delta information leak),

reactive energy typically stays way under 256 VAr-hour, not changing the APDU size.

4.4.2 Null compressor

Since active energy use is almost never constant in consecutive 15-minute time periods for a typical

consumer, Null compressor typically only affects the R12 and R34 power signals. Reactive power is used

by devices that employ a magnetic field, usually in a form of an electric motor, like an air conditioner

or dishwasher. According to our data set, reactive energy is typically zero when active energy use is low,

and increases, often with a short delay, when active energy spikes. This is assumed to be a consequence

of the physical characteristics of common household electronic devices that use reactive energy. Since

Null compressor decreases the APDU size when a signal is constant, message sizes are different when

reactive consumption is zero or not. Luckily for the consumer, exploiting this connection is also not

straightforward for an attacker. First, while there is a single signal for active energy use (A14), reactive

power has four phases and DLMS/COSEM supports reporting them in different combinations. In our

data set it is represented as two signals: phase 1-2 (R12) and 3-4 (R34). Since they behave similarly

and Null Compressor affects them both, the root cause of the changes in compressed APDU size

is more ambiguous for an attacker. For example, a difference of two bytes may indicate one of the

reactive signals change in two 15-minute windows, or both units in a single time slot. There is no way

to tell these cases apart. Additionally, some devices consume reactive power in a way that R12 and

R34 changes in opposite ways, fluctuating between zero and non-zero values, resulting in a constant

Null-compressed APDU size.

4.4.3 GD Stream Compressor

The vulnerability of the Delta and Null compressors are rooted in the fact that they predictably and

reliably change the APDU size based on the power consumption. Therefore, it does not matter when

an attacker obtains access to the network traffic, they can start inferring information immediately and

precisely. Our GD-based compression technique significantly reduces the correlation of the measured

electricity consumption and the message size in two ways:

• The used transformation function produces identical bases from a range of original values,

making the encoded readings much less predictable from the compressed size.

• Instead of processing each APDU separately, they are compressed as a stream. Specifically, when

an APDU includes GD bases that have been used already in a previous upload, instead of sending

them again, these bases are referenced by their index. Even though this results in a relatively

large first message, the subsequent ones are small and their size is significantly less correlated

with their contents than using the non-stream methods.

As a result, the GD Stream-compressed message size primarily depends on whether similar readings

have already been reported sometime in the past, and not on the actual values or spikes in the current
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time window. This can be observed in Fig. 4.2, where the GD compressed message sizes do not change

when the second power peak happens at 4pm.

4.4.4 Inferring Regular Occupancy and Habits

The compression rules introduced above are efficient tools to identify high power use periods (and

speculate home occupancy) after it has already happened. While this certainly reveals private informa-

tion of the tenants, it is not directly actionable by an adversary. However, highly correlated APDU sizes

of legacy compressors allow attackers to go a step further and generate a power consumption model

of the exploited households, which reveals patterns of occupancy of the home, and allow predicting

future times when the house is likely to be empty and vulnerable to physical attacks.

Assuming the attacker has no information other than the recorded compressed APDU sizes, the

following two-phase strategy can be adapted to build the power consumption profile of a household.

First, a clustering-based method is used to identify groups of days when the compressed APDU sizes

were similar. Then, using the rules above, infer the power consumption from the message sizes of each

cluster. As a result, the attacker knows the typical power use trends of the house every day from the

captured time period. The detailed process is the following.

1. Group the recorded message sizes by day. This yields an array of unsigned integers for each day,

where the number of elements depends on the reporting period. For example if readings are

uploaded every 2 hours, each daily array of APDU sizes consist of 12 values.

2. Use a clustering algorithm like K-Means to group these arrays by similarity. Some households

will have 2 or 3 meaningful clusters, others may inhibit less similarity. The optimal number of

clusters per household can either be selected automatically by scoring the resulting clusters with

an index that does not require knowledge of the ground truth (like the Silhouette Coefficient [12]

or the Calinski-Harabasz Index [13]), or manually by visually comparing different cluster sets

and selecting the best one.

3. Find the element in each cluster which is closest to the centroid, which is a representative APDU

size list for these households.

4. Use the exploitable characteristics of the compressor to infer the real power consumption

patterns of these representative days, and finally assign this profile to all cluster members.

According to our evaluation, clusters of similar days based on compressed message size highly corre-

spond to groups of days with similar underlying power use, when some of the legacy DLMS compres-

sors are used. Simply put, if the compressed message sizes of two days are similar, their power use

patterns are likely similar too. Therefore, the attacker now has a model of daily electricity consumption

patterns of the household, which can be used to make deductions of the past behavior of tenants (e.g.

when they get up, leave the house, arrive home, go to bed, as well as which days they work, when

they take holidays, etc). Furthermore, it can also automatically classify new data: when additional

compressed APDU sizes are observed, it is easy to determine which cluster the new day belongs to.

This clustering-based classification method is also applicable for ranking the privacy-preserving aspect

of different compression methods.
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4.5 Evaluation
Our data set contains anonymized readings from 95 consumers over 244 days, between 1st January

and 31st August, 2020. They include all 7 signals from Table 4.1, recorded at 15 minute intervals. There

are no missing or erroneous readings in the dataset. We evaluated the following five compressors:

the standard DLMS Null and Delta methods, their combination (NullDelta), LZMA and GD Stream

Pattern compressor introduced in [5] with the pattern auto-generated from the Measurement Profile

definition. We tested the following intervals: 15 and 30 minutes, 1, 2, 3 and 6 hours, which correspond

to 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 and 24 readings per APDU. Note, that the DLMS compressors are not evaluated for

15 minutes and LZMA is skipped for 15 and 30-minute intervals, since they do not provide any size

reduction with these small messages and using them as compressors in real life would be pointless.

4.5.1 Correlation of Consumption and APDU Size

First, we measured how much the compressed APDU size correlates with the active energy consump-

tion with different compressors and upload intervals. We calculated the average cross-correlation

between the daily active energy consumption and message sizes, across all days and households in our

data set. We dismissed the days where the message size and/or power use was constant, since correla-

tion of a constant signal is undefined. Figure 4.3 shows that the legacy DLMS compressors, especially

Delta Array reflect power spikes in the APDU size. Both Null Data and Generalized Deduplication-

based methods produce considerably less correlated message sizes at all reporting periods, making it

much harder for an adversary to infer the real power consumption.

Figure 4.3: Correlation between active energy and APDU size.

4.5.2 Accuracy of Automatic Classification

Having access to both the actual electricity consumption values and the compressed APDU lengths

allows us to measure the accuracy of clustering based on compressed message sizes. We calculate the

ratio of days that are grouped correctly by the clustering-based algorithm.

An attacker could use different clustering algorithms to find days with similar APDU size patterns,

but to verify the accuracy of these groups we had to use a method that produces the same number

of clusters on our two data sets: logs of actual power consumption and compressed message sizes.

We selected the most commonly used algorithm that allows this, K-Means. Since different number of

clusters makes sense for different homes, we ran K-Means multiple times per household, generating

2-6 clusters for each. We applied K-Means with the same settings to the daily active energy readings
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Figure 4.4: Average ratio of days correctly clustered based on compressed APDU size.

and daily compressed APDU sizes. The ratio of 244 days that were assigned to the same size-based and

consumption-based cluster gives the accuracy of the given compressor, upload interval and number

of clusters.

Figure 4.5: Correctly clustered days based on APDU size.

In order to compare the compressors by their resiliency to clustering-based household profiling,

we calculated the average accuracy across all households. Figure 4.4 reports clustering accuracy

at different upload frequencies for multiple clusters. This shows that reporting consumption more

frequently does not increase the vulnerability of cluster-based profiling, since most compressors show

a flat or decreasing curve towards shorter upload times (except for LZMA). The number of clusters

however has a significant effect on the precision. When a household is assumed to be more predictable

(there are fewer groups of different power consumption patterns), it is much more likely that similar

days are identified correctly based on APDU size. Figure 4.5 confirms this finding with its relatively

narrow ranges of accuracy across upload frequencies (shaded area) and characteristic decreasing

trends based on the number of clusters.

Figure 4.6 shows the overall performance of compressors with hourly uploads and 3 clusters, in all three

relevant dimensions: resilience against the clustering-based profiling (horizontal axis, lower is better),

ability to compress the readings (vertical axis, higher is better) and correlation between the APDU size

and underlying real power use (bubble size, smaller is better). The legacy DLMS compressors leak

significantly more information about the power consumption in the message sizes, and Delta allows an
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Figure 4.6: Overall performance of compressors at 1 hour upload period and 3 clusters. The disc size indicates
correlation between APDU size and real power consumption.

attacker to build accurate consumption profiles of compromised households. Although the GD-based

method is a little less guarded against clustering, the attacker could not infer the power spike patterns

of the cluster members due to the very low correlation. Overall, the GD Stream Pattern compressor is

the best choice for a responsible electricity provider wanting to report consumption near real time.

4.6 Conclusions
The legacy APDU compression algorithms of DLMS/COSEM have long been suspected of leaking

information about the power consumption. In this paper we have shown the extent of this correlation

at different data upload frequencies. Furthermore, we have introduced and evaluated an exploitation

algorithm that uses only the compressed readings sizes to infer patterns of power consumption of

households. Finally, we show that novel methods can be used to keep leakage at a minimum while

achieving much larger compression.
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Abstract
Modern in-memory databases are typically used for high-performance workloads, therefore they have

to be optimized for small memory footprint and high query speed at the same time. Data compression

has the potential to reduce memory requirements but often reduces query speed too. In this paper we

propose a novel, adaptive compressor that offers a new trade-off point of these dimensions, achieving

better compression than LZ4 while reaching query speeds close to the fastest existing segment encoders.

We evaluate our compressor both with synthetic data in isolation and on the TPC-H and Join Order

Benchmarks, integrated into a modern relational column store, Hyrise.

5.1 Introduction
Database systems employ a wide variety of compression schemes to reduce memory footprint, in-

crease effective storage capacity and overcome bandwidth limitations of slow hard drives. With the

proliferation of in-memory databases, the role of data compression has changed from a nice-to-have

feature to an essential tool that is required to store and analyze large datasets. Since the maximum

amount of memory is an order of magnitude smaller than hard drive capacity in most desktop and

server computers, simply adding more memory cannot solve the problem anymore.

Additionally, more and more workloads move to the cloud where pricing models are dictated by the

cloud provider. Hardware resources available for cloud-based virtual machines are typically pre-

configured sets, where the price is proportional to the amount of memory and CPU included in

each machine type. Therefore, efficient compression directly affects operational costs of in-memory

databases running in cloud environments.

Compression methods decrease data size by exploiting redundancy present within the input data,

therefore column-oriented databases are more suitable to compression than traditional row stores.

This is because a list of values from the same column always have the same data type and more likely

to be compressible than records with multiple fields of different types. Modern in-memory column

stores take this a step further and split each column to segments, where each segment has its own

encoding and managed separately from the others. This approach enables great performance for

both transactional and analytical workloads by using a write-optimized encoding of the most recent

segment (where new data is added) and a read-optimized one for older segments.

A commonly used segment encoding strategy is assigning a single encoder per data type (integer, string,

etc.) and use it for all segments in the database. While this decreases memory consumption and in

some cases speeds up queries, it does not take into consideration the characteristics of the stored data.

There is some research discussing dynamic encoding selection. CodecDB [1] trains a model that infers

which compressor is most likely to achieve the highest compression based on static metrics derived

from the target column, such as cardinality or domain. Cen et al. proposed a system called Learned

Encoding Advisor [2], which takes into consideration the values (both statistics and a 1% extract),

sample queries and the underlying hardware as well, when selecting the best encoder. It is evaluated

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 4.0 International License. Visit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ to view a copy of this license. For any use beyond those cov-
ered by this license, obtain permission by emailing info@vldb.org. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). To Appear in the
13th Workshop on Accelerating Analytics and Data Management (ADMS’22), September 2022, Sydney, Australia.
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with two high-level strategy options: maximum compression and highest query performance. Boissier

designed an encoding selection module for Hyrise, which learns cost models of encoders from the

physical query cache, and provides the best segment encoder for a given memory budget [3].

In this paper we introduce a novel segment encoder family for integer columns which determines its

own best parameters based on the data to be encoded. We evaluate them against the most commonly

used segment compressors, both in isolation using synthetic data, and in a fully featured relational

column store on the TPC-H [4] and Join Order Benchmarks [5], analyzing the effects of different

encoding parameters. Extending the idea of finding the best parameter for a single encoder to the whole

database, we propose a segment encoding scheme for autonomous databases where the compressor

selection is driven by query patterns to maximize performance.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we review the current state of segment encoding in

modern relational databases and introduce the data compression technique that our encoders are

based on. Then, in Section 5.3 we present the detailed design of four segment variants using this

compression algorithm. Our proposal for an intelligent, adaptive segment encoding framework for

autonomous databases is presented in Section 5.4. The results of evaluating the new segment types

against the commonly used ones, both in isolation and with industry-standard analytical benchmarks

are shown in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 draws conclusions from the results and proposes future

work.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 Segment Encoding in In-Memory Databases

As companies collect and analyze increasingly large data sets, the performance of disk-based databases

is not satisfactory anymore for many of them. With the decreasing price and increasing size and speed

of main memory, in-memory databases have become viable and affordable alternatives [6] of disk-

based systems. They are ideal for performance-critical workloads, which means processing speed

and memory footprint are the new important metrics [7]. Compression has the potential to markedly

decrease the footprint, especially in modern columnar databases like SAP HANA [8], HyPer [9] or

DuckDB [10], which horizontally partition data into segments and the unit of encoding is a segment

instead of the whole column. Therefore, compressors enjoy two extra benefits in this environment:

they can work on an array of values of the same type, and data distribution within a segment is

more likely to be self-similar than in the whole column. Both of these qualities work in favor of data

compressors. However, as decompression requires extra processing, it typically comes at a cost of

query performance. Therefore, it is critical to select the most appropriate compressor for columns

that are heavily used in queries. Since query performance in analytical workloads mostly depends on

processing speed of integer columns [11], we focus on lossless integer compression.

Note, that strings make up the majority of data in both real world datasets and widely used OLAP

benchmarks like TPC-H and TPC-DS. In many cases people store numeric columns like timestamps,

booleans or floats as strings as well, and cast them in the SQL query [12]. Therefore, integer compres-

sion usually has a minor effect on the overall storage footprint. However, there are several major use

cases where numeric data is the dominant type, for example IoT time series. Consequently, our goal is

to reduce data size and retain or increase speed of frequent operations on integer columns at the same

time.
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We assess our proposed segment encoders against the most commonly used integer compression

schemes in columnar databases.

• Dictionary Encoding [13] is a widely used data compression technique where unique values are

collected to a sorted dictionary, and their occurrences in the input data vector are represented

by a list of dictionary offsets. It is the default encoding scheme of several column stores.

• Frame-of-Reference (FoR) [14] encoding stores difference of each value to the common mini-

mum, as well as the minimum itself. The delta values are bit packed to the smallest possible

width. For evaluations we used an improved version is this technique, called Patched FoR (or

PFoR). It splits the input data to fixed size blocks and performs FoR on each one separately,

hoping to exploit local similarities present in the (large) array.

• LZ4 [15] is a relatively heavy statistical compressor that offers high degree of data size reduction

for slower compression and decompression than the other two lightweight methods. This

scheme is typically used to compress columns that never or very rarely participate in query

conditions.

To test our segment compressor in a real system, we use Hyrise [16], a modern relational in-memory

column store. It is an open-source research database with an extensible framework for segment

encoders. All three encodings above are standard built-in options, making it easy for a segment

developer to run benchmarks against them. Even though vectorized implementations of some of these

algorithms are available via libraries [17], we are using the non-SIMD variants for our comparisons.

5.2.2 Generalized Deduplication

Dictionary encoding, paired with null suppression of the dictionary, attribute vector or both, achieves

high compression when the cardinality of the input data is sufficiently low (e.g., there are few unique

values). However, when applied to datasets where all values are different, like a primary key column in

a relational database, it inflates the data and slows down every operation. Several methods have been

developed for compressing high cardinality datasets, each with their own expectations about the value

distribution. For example, FoR and PFoR encodings assume a narrow domain of encoded values.

Figure 5.1: Dictionary Encoding and Generalized Deduplication of the same set of values. GD uses an arbitrary,
user-specified transformation function to convert input values to bases and deviations.

A new technique, introduced by Vestergaard et al. [18] and referred to as Generalized Deduplication

(GD) does not have any inherent assumptions about the data distribution. It prodives a flexible

compression framework that can be tailored for the data at hand. Compression with GD is a two-step

process: first, every input value is passed through a user-defined, arbitrary transformation function

that converts it to a pair of base and deviation, where similar inputs should generate the same base
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with different deviations. The goal of this function is to separate the identical and varying parts of

the input data chunks. Think of it as a booster step in dictionary encoding, which aims to increase

the deduplication rate. Secondly, bases are deduplicated and the base index of each original value is

determined (see Figure 5.1). Decompression is a straightforward process in the opposite direction: the

base and deviation is looked up and passed to the inverse transformation function, which reconstructs

the original value. Generalized Deduplication has the following key properties:

• It can be either a lossless or a lossy compressor, depending on whether the deviations are kept or

discarded.

• Dictionary Encoding is a special case of GD, where the transformation is the identity function.

• GD supports constant time random access, since reconstructing a single value given its index

requires 3 lookups: the base index, the deviation and the base itself (using the base index).

• Arbitrary assumptions about the input data characteristics can be encoded as the transformation

function.

• Null suppression (removing leading zeroes, see Figure 5.2) can be applied to any combination of

the bases, deviations and base indexes.

• The customizability of GD makes it a good fit in a variety of use cases, including file systems,

cloud storage, time series or relational databases. It is applicable in every scenario when the

similarity between input data chunks can be extracted with a reversible transformation.

Figure 5.2: Decomposition of a 4-byte unsigned integer (87703) to base (2740) and deviation (23) using the
LastBit transformation with 5 bit deviations.

GD-based compressors have been proposed in the past for different data and use cases (e.g., [19, 20]),

but not as a segment encoder in relational databases. For integer compression in this environment, we

chose a simple but powerful transformation function that considers the n least significant bits of a data

value as deviation, and the previous bits as base (see Figure 5.2). When applied to a series of values,

this transformation assumes they are close to each other, e.g. the bits with the highest variation across

the whole segment are at the end of the values. This transformation function, called LastBit, partitions

the range of integers to consecutive regions of size 2n , that is, [i 2n ...(i +1)2n −1] for i = 0,1, ..., where

the base of every value within region i is i 2n (the smallest element of the region). For example with 6

bit deviations each base covers 64 consecutive values (see Figure 5.3). It has an additional advantage

besides simplicity (therefore, processing speed): it is order preserving for both bases and deviations,

e.g., if x > y then either B ase(x) > B ase(y) or B ase(x) = B ase(y) and Devi ati on(x) > Devi ati on(y).

This property gives LastBit an advantage over other transformation functions in relational databases,

since it enables faster predicate evaluations in certain cases.

5.3 GD Segments
We propose four designs based on Generalized Deduplication with the LastBit transformation function

to store, and access and query numeric segments in a column store (Figure 5.4). When a segment is
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Figure 5.3: Partitioning integers with LastBit transformation using 6-bit deviations.

encoded, each value is split into a base and a deviation. The deviation size is an input parameter of the

segment constructor, given in bits. All segment variants include the deduplicated and sorted list of

bases, but they store deviations and base indexes in different ways. The segments are implemented

in C++17, where we used compact::vector1 for bit-packed lists and std::vector for regular ones.

Bases and deviations are bit-packed lists in all four variants, using exactly [32-deviation size] bits per

base and [deviation size] bits per deviation.

GD Segment 1 has the simplest internal structure where each deviation is stored separately. Both

deviations and base indexes contain one entry per segment value, in the same order as the original

data. For example, to reconstruct the first value of the segment, we need to combine the base indicated

by the first base index with the first deviation. Base indexes is a bit-packed list just like the bases and

deviations, but its width is determined in run-time to fit the largest index.

In GD Segment 2 the deviations are also deduplicated and stored in a sorted list. Since we cannot find

the deviation of value i at devi ati ons[i ] any more, we must store the deviation index for each value

offset explicitly. To minimize the number of memory lookups during a reconstruction, we store each

base index - deviation index pair in a single value, and construct a bit-packed list of them. The width

of both indexes (and therefore the width of the reconstruction list) is calculated in run-time, based on

the number of unique bases and deviations present in the segment.

GD Segment 3 aims to reduce the number of bits needed to address deviations. Since in GD Segment

2 we stored all deviations in a single list, the deviation index in the reconstruction list must be wide

Figure 5.4: Proposed GD-based segment encoders.

1https://github.com/gmarcais/compact_vector
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enough for the largest one. Instead of a single list with all (unique) deviations, we can organize them

for each base separately. We simply scan all base-deviation pairs produced by the segment values,

and group the deviations by their bases. Finally, we remove the duplicates and sort. The resulting

2-dimensional array consists of the unique deviations for each base, which are shorter than the single

global list of deviations, requiring fewer bits to address. Given that each base is associated with a local

group of deviations, some deviations are likely to be members of multiple local groups and be stored

multiple times.

GD Segment 4 has a drastically different structure that is geared towards fast table scans but is no

longer random accessible. Similarly to GD Segment 3, deviations are collected per base and sorted, but

in this case not deduplicated. For each deviation we also store the original value offset, referred to as

chunk offset on Figure 5.4, which is needed to produce the result for table scans.

The design choices of the GD Segment variants are motivated by the characteristics of generalized

deduplication, the LastBit transformation and our goal to optimize for compression, random access

and table scan speed at the same time. The four presented designs stand at different trade-off points

between these dimensions.

5.3.1 Fast Table Scans

Query performance of a segment compressor primarily depends on the speed of two operations:

random access (reconstruct the original value given its offset, also known as dereferencing) and table

scan (given a predicate and a query value, return the segment offsets that satisfy the condition).

In Table 5.1 we have provided the formulas and number of memory lookups per random access, which

directly affects random access speeds. Scans can be performed without any special support from

the segment encoder, simply by iterating or decompressing the whole segment first, and evaluating

the predicate on each value, one by one. While this yields correct results and is a reasonable default

behavior, it can be slower than exploiting the internal structure of the encoded representation, if

possible. As we already hinted, all GD Segment versions offer custom table scan implementations that

do not require decompressing raw values for predicate evaluation. In fact, not a single value needs to

be reconstructed to serve scans with any predicate in either of the GD Segment variants.

Figure 5.5: A sample segment with only 9 stored values and 4 bases

The key to evaluating predicates2 without decompressing a GD Segment is the LastBit transformation

function. Since it partitions integers to disjunct regions, we can quickly determine which base ranges

may contain values that satisfy the current query. Figure 5.5 depicts a small segment containing only

9 values that map to 4 bases in total. When a table scan is performed, first the query value is passed

through the same GD transformation function as the segment values did earlier, determining the query

base and deviation. Next, searching for the query base in the bases list using std::lower_bound (or

2The following predicates are valid for integer columns: Equals, NotEquals, Greater, GreaterEquals, Less, LessEquals
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std::upper_bound depending on the predicate) tells us whether it is present in the segment, its index

if present, or the index of the first larger base. Since the list of bases is sorted, we gain all this valuable

information for a cheap, O(log n) binary search. If the query base is present in the segment, this is

the only base range that requires further investigation to evaluate the predicate. Values of all other

base ranges are either completely contained in the result set, or not at all. For example, if the query

predicate on Figure 5.5 is GreaterEquals, surely no value from base ranges B0 and B1 is a match, but

every value of B3 is. Whether a non-query value base range is included or excluded from the result

set depends on the predicate. This zero-cost elimination can be done with all predicates, as it is a

consequence of the order preserving nature of the LastBit transformation. If the query base is present

in the segment, it needs to be scanned to find the values satisfying the predicate. Since deviations are

also order preserving, there is no need to reconstruct the values of the query base. Comparing the

stored deviations with the query deviation using the query predicate yields the correct results for the

table scan.

Segment Formula to reconstruct value at of offset i Lookups
Uncompressed data[i] 1

Dictionary dictionary[attribute_vector[i]] 2

GD Segment 1
bases[base_indexes[i]]

⊕
deviations[i]

3

GD Segment 2
bases[base_indexes[i]]

⊕
unique_devs[deviation_indexes[i]]

3

GD Segment 3
bases[base_indexes[i]]

⊕
local_unique_devs[base_indexes[i]]

[local_dev_indexes[i]]
4

GD Segment 4 not random accessible -

Table 5.1: Random access formula and number of memory accesses for different segment types.
The GD inverse transformation is denoted by

⊕
Determining which deviations belong to the query base and comparing them to the query deviation is

where the four GD Segment designs differ the most. GD Segment 1 is the slowest, since it does not store

the deviations per base, therefore the whole base indexes list must be traversed to find the deviation

indexes that map to the query base. In GD Segment 2 the process is identical, but as only unique

deviations are stored, there is a minor performance gain due to the better cache hit rate. GD Segment

3 is faster, because stored deviations have been grouped by bases, therefore it does not have to iterate

through the whole reconstruction list when scanning the deviations of the query base. Additionally,

since local unique deviations are sorted, finding which ones satisfy the query condition requires a fast

binary search. GD Segment 4 is able to evaluate table scans with at most two binary searches due to its

data layout, granting it exceptional speed. Unfortunately, without a reconstruction list, it also lost the

ability of constant-time random access, since there is no way to look up the base and deviation based

on the value offset. Instead, it has to iterate over all offset lists until the requested one is found.

5.4 Adaptive Segment Encoding
Generalized deduplication is unique among the commonly used encoding schemes in the sense that

there is no widely applicable default configuration that yields predictable performance independent of

the data. For GD Segments, the deviation size that results in good compression and query performance

heavily depends on the data distribution. A database administrator could pick an arbitrary size as a
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global default (e.g., 8-bit deviations), but it likely won’t be the best setting across different columns,

segments of the same column, or even the same segment over its whole lifetime. Thus, a fixed default

almost certainly wastes memory and CPU cycles eventually.

Instead of relying on an administrator to manually select the deviation size (either globally, or per-

segment), we propose an iterative encoder for GD Segments. It automatically determines the best

deviation size by trying all values from 1 to 30 bits (assuming 32-bit integer data) and selects the

best one for the segment. The only problem is how to define the "best". It seems trivial to use the

deviation size that achieves the highest compression, however, the best query performance is not

necessarily at the same setting. This is due the different internal structures and custom table scan logic

of GD Segment variants. The best option can only be determined based on testing the performance of

different deviation sizes and knowing the relative importance of multiple factors: compression, as well

as the speed of random access, sequential access and table scan. Even compression and decompression

speeds are relevant in databases where segment encoding (and re-encoding) is a blocking operation.

Our iterative GD Segment encoder works by first encoding the input data with all 30 possible deviation

sizes. It records the compression and runs a series of speed tests to determine the performance of each

option. We measure sequential access (by dereferencing all offsets), random access (by requesting a

set of random offsets), and table scans using the six integer predicates and random query values. The

result of diagnostic tests is a table similar to Table 5.2.

Based on these measurements, there are multiple ways to select the best deviation size. If the relative

importance of the dimensions is available, we can consider them as weights and find the deviation

size that yields the best combination of compression and speeds. Figure 5.6 shows a few examples of

weight distributions. These can be fixed based on the database architecture, or even better, inferred

from the workload experienced by the segment while it was unencoded.

Databases that use late materialization (like Hyrise) execute queries in a way that lists of segment offsets

are passed between processing nodes (e.g., a table scan or a join) and actual values are materialized as

late as possible. As a result, random and sequential access via iterator dereferencing are the dominant

segment operations. An alternative execution strategy is to materialize values at the very first operation

(typically a table scan) and and pass them directly during evaluation. Therefore, early materialization

databases achieve better query performance if they select an encoding with more weight on table scan

speed and less on random access.

Relational databases have long been collecting statistics to guide query planning. We propose ex-

tending this capability with high granularity access and table scan statistics on a per-segment basis.

Specifically, recording the number of sequential and random accesses, as well as table scans with each

Dev.Size Comp. Seq.Access Rand.Access TableScan
1 bit 2% 8 ns 17 ns 171 µs
2 bits 27% 8 ns 16 ns 160 µs
3 bits 39% 10 ns 121 ns 159 µs

...
30 bits 3% 9 ns 16 ns 259 µs

Table 5.2: Sample results of GD Segment 1 diagnostic tests on a primary key segment
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predicate separately. If this detailed query history is available, the system can use it in the beginning of

the segment encoding process to infer the relative importance of performance metrics, which provides

the weights for selecting the most appropriate compressor configuration.

Moreover, performance-based encoding selection can be extended to all segment encoders and the

complete lifetime of segments. A self-driving database [21–23] is a relatively new concept which

describes a system that automates maintenance and optimization tasks. If a database has up-to-date

information about the usage patterns of each segment, it can assess whether the current encoding is

still the best for the experienced workload. By running the performance measurements we proposed

for finding the best GD Segment configuration, the database could compare every available encoder

for every segment. In systems where compressed segment contents are immutable, the performance

metrics stay valid throughout their whole lifetime. If usage patterns change over time, for example

when data loses relevance and regular table scans are replaced by aggregate computations, the database

can re-use the stored performance measurements together with the latest usage statistics in order

to determine the best encoding going forward. It can also estimate the gains the new best encoding

would yield over the current one, and decide whether it is worth re-encoding. This iterative process is

illustrated by Figure 5.7.

The evaluation of encoders can be performed at regular time intervals, or triggered when a new segment

of a column is completed. When the system concludes that a segment is worth re-encoding, it can

proceed immediately or schedule the job for a later time when the user-facing workload is expected to

be low. Even though segment encoding is assumed to be a background operation, measuring different

configurations for GD Segment (and presumably other encoders too) is computationally expensive

and might indirectly affect system performance. Therefore, this initial profiling could also be deferred

to a quiet period, if possible.

It is worth noting, that the best balance between compression and access/scan speeds cannot be

derived automatically from the proposed performance metrics and usage statistics, but it is rather

an arbitrary choice. The database user, administrator or system itself must decide how much speed

they are willing to trade for a smaller memory footprint and, hence, a lower cost. Sometimes the

same segment encoder configuration yields the best compression and highest speed at the same

time. In this case the decision is trivial, but many times it is less so. For example, when a segment

is used extremely rarely, search and access performance is much less important than size reduction,

thus a heavy compressor like LZ4 is a better option than dictionary encoding, even though it has

Figure 5.6: Possible presets of relative importance between compression and query performance, when selecting
the best segment encoder.
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Figure 5.7: Proposed adaptive segment encoding process for autonomous databases.

orders of magnitude worse operational scores. The same choice may be present between different

configurations of the same segment encoder.

5.5 Evaluations
We evaluated GD Segment against uncompressed, dictionary encoded, frame-of-reference encoded

and LZ4 compressed segments in two scenarios. First, we measured their compression and query

performance in isolation using synthetic datasets. Then we integrated GD Segment 1 into Hyrise and

measured the TPC-H and Join Order Benchmarks. The purpose of these tests is twofold. First, to see

how GD Segment variants compare to commonly used segment encoders on typical integer columns.

We also wanted to see how important it is to select the deviation size based on the data and relative

importance of different factors, e.g., what the performance gain is when the deviation size is chosen

based on measurements versus constant 8 bits.

5.5.1 Standalone Evaluation

We have implemented dictionary, Frame-of-Reference and LZ43 segment encoders in C++17 for

standalone testing. They are functionally equivalent to their Hyrise counterparts: dictionary encoder

uses a byte-aligned attribute vector and the same custom table scan logic, PFoR encodes the segment

in blocks of 2048 values. The only difference in our implementation is that LZ4 segment compresses

the whole segment as a single block (while in Hyrise it partitions the data to 16kB blocks), therefore a

full segment decompression is required in the beginning of random access tests. Both LZ4 and PFoR

segments fully decompress the values during table scans. GD Segment variants measure compression

and query performance with all deviation sizes between 1 and 30 bits. We used the default segment

size of Hyrise, which is 65535 elements. All standalone measurements were performed on a single

thread of a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU with 256 kB L2 and 12 MB L3 cache. The segments are stored and

profiled entirely in memory.

We used the same synthetic datasets as Heinzl et al. in [11] with the addition of a primary key segment.

The datasets are: (i) uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 232, (ii) sorted equidistant

numbers with the step of 5, (iii) years between 1900 and 2100, (iv) months between 1 and 12, (v) a time

series (power consumption readings of a household) starting at 106 and (vi) primary key starting with

1.

Compression gain is reported as a percentage of decrease in size, e.g., 0% indicates no compression

and 50% means the compressed segment is half the size of the original data vector. To measure random

3Using the ZLIB library, which is natively available in every operating system
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Figure 5.8: Compression gain (higher is better), access (dashed line: sequential, solid: random) and table scan
times (lower is better) of the time series segment encoded with every GD Segment variant at the whole
range of deviation sizes, between 1-30 bits (x axis). The best deviation size of Maximum Compression
(MC) and Late Materialization (LM) performance presets are marked. Note, that the access time and
compression scales are different for GD Segments 1-2 and 3-4.

access time, we dereferenced a uniform random set of 6553 offsets (10% of the segment size), and

report the average time. For sequential access, all offsets from 0 to 65535 are requested and the average

time is reported. Segments that do not support random access (LZ4 and GD Segment 4) decompress

the whole segment and return elements of the reconstructed integer vector. Decompression time is

included in the reported times for these two segment types. For table scans we generate a uniform

random set of 655 query values (1% of the segment size) in the range of the stored values with an

extension of ± 10% to simulate out-of-range scans. Then, we perform a table scan with all six predicates

for every query value and report the average time of all 3930 scans.

Note, that it would be straightforward to differentiate table scan times per predicate as separate

performance metrics and allow the database to assign different weights to each one when determining

the best encoding for a segment. We chose to aggregate all predicates only to ease the visualization

of our results by decreasing the number of dimensions. We are also not reporting compression and

decompression times, because they are irrelevant in a database where both initial encoding and re-

encoding are non-blocking background operations. Therefore, encoding speed does not directly affect

the user-perceived query performance. In use-cases where segment encoding is done synchronously,

these should be part of the segment performance report as well.

Figure 5.8 illustrates how each metric changes when different deviation sizes are used to encode

the time series segment. As a general trend it can be stated that when compression gain increases,

both access and table scan times decrease. However, the deviation size that maximizes compression

(marked MC) and expected performance of late materialization databases (marked LM) are different

in every segment variant for this column. Therefore, we cannot assume that maximum compression

automatically results in the best query performance.

It is also ill-advised to assign a static default deviation size to each GD Segment variant, since their

behavior changes significantly with different data distributions. Figure 5.9 shows the measured metrics

of GD Segment 1 across all deviation sizes, encoding different columns. Again, the configuration that

yields the highest compression (MC) is different than the best deviation size for late materialization.

Furthermore, we cannot predict which size is best for different configuration of weights or how they
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Figure 5.9: Performance metrics of GD Segment 1 at different deviation sizes (x axis) on all six synthetic datasets.

compare to each other (e.g., the best deviation for maximum compression is often smaller than the

one for late materialization). For GD segments, the concrete data determines performance factors,

therefore running the diagnostics cannot be skipped if we want to optimize for a certain goal.

Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 lists the complete result set of encoding the six synthetic datasets with different

segments. For GD Segments, we report the best deviation size for each of four weight distributions

shown on Figure 5.6, including Early Materialization (EM) and Equal weights (EQ) in addition to MC

and LM. We make the following observations.

Dictionary Encoding significantly inflates the data when all values are different, but it still achieves

consistently low access speeds due to the very few memory accesses and simple algorithm for deref-

erencing an offset. It excels at datasets with low cardinality, achieving very high compression and

speed at the same time. Patched Frame-of-Reference is the fastest in data access in almost every

case, and its size reduction is also among the best for most data distributions. An excellent choice as

the default compressor in column stores. The table scan performance of GD Segment 4 is the best

across all encoders in nearly every segment, since it is heavily optimized for this operation, at the

expense of access speed and compression. GD Segment 1 achieves the highest compression (when

optimized for this metric alone) in 3 out of 6 segments. Its random and sequential access performance

are the best among different GD Segment variants, since it requires the fewest memory accesses

during dereferencing. Its table scan performance is very similar to Dictionary Encoding with almost all

data distributions. LZ4 achieves very high compression levels (unless presented with the notoriously

uncompressible uniform random data), but it lacks efficient random access and fast table scans. This

method is a reasonable default for segments that are very rarely accessed.

Note, that LZ4 and GD Segment 4 appear to have adequate sequential access speeds, but this is only

a side-effect of our measurement methodology. Since these segment types do not support constant-

time random or sequential access, a full decompression is performed at the beginning of the access

tests and measurements read the decompressed regular vector. Therefore, the cost of the expensive

one-time decompression is amortized by the 65535 extremely fast direct memory accesses. As a result,

the sequential access column of GD Segment 4 and LZ4 practically only shows their decompression

speeds.
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5.5.2 Benchmarks in Hyrise

To observe the real-world performance of GD Segments and see the effects of different selection criteria

for the best deviation size, we implemented GD Segment 1 as a segment encoder in Hyrise, and ran

two industry-standard benchmarks: TPC-H and Join Order Benchmark (JOB). We chose Hyrise for this

evaluation because it satisfies all our expectations about handling segments:

• Segments store values of a single type.

• Segment encoding is a non-blocking background operation.

• Encoded segments are immutable.

• New segment encoders can be added relatively easily via an extensible framework.

Hyrise is a late materialization database where lists of segment offsets are passed between query nodes,

and iterators are used as the interface between the query engine and segment encoders. As a result,

segment performance (e.g., query performance with a given segment type) is mainly determined by

the speed of iterator dereferencing. We decided to integrate GD Segment version 1, because it has

the best random and sequential access performance across the four variants. When a GD segment is

first encoded, we run all performance measurements described earlier and store the results in a local

JSON file. Subsequent encodings of the same segment (e.g., running TPC-H again) simply load the

metrics from the disk instead of having to run all tests again. The relative weights of compression and

speeds are also read from a local configuration file and used by the encoder on the fly when selecting

the deviation size of the segment. We measure different weight distributions for GD segments by

changing the weights in the config file and re-running the benchmark. The configurations tested

in the benchmarks and marked on the figures are the following: fixed 8-bit deviation size (8B), Late

Materialization (LM), Maximum Compression (MC) and Equal Weights (EQ).

Note, that the built-in Frame-of-Reference encoder in Hyrise actually implements the PFoR algorithm

with a block size of 2048, but it is called FoR encoder in the source code. Therefore, we will also refer to

it the same way in our evaluations. Columns that cannot be encoded with the tested encoder (e.g., float

and string columns with FoR and GD) are left uncoded. We report the total compressed size of integer

columns and the sum of average query execution times as the cumulative benchmark runtime. All of

the computation done for these benchmarks was performed on the UCloud4 interactive HPC system,

which is managed by the eScience Center at the University of Southern Denmark. All measurements

were performed in single-threaded mode.

Figure 5.10 shows the achieved compression and runtime of TPC-H at scale factor 5 and Join Order

Benchmark. The two results show similar patterns of encoder performance. Dictionary encoding is

the worst compressor in both benchmarks, achieving only 10% reduction in TPC-H and 21% in JOB,

but it is the fastest as well. According to our measurements, 2% faster than unencoded segments in

TPC-H and 56% faster in Join Order Benchmark. This makes Dictionary Segment the only contender

for Hyrise that simultaneously decreases data size and makes queries faster.

However, if the query speed with unencoded segments is satisfactory for a certain use-case and

decreasing the memory footprint is more important, the other three encoders offer better compression

with different levels of performance penalty. Frame-of-Reference achieves 44% (TPC-H) and 40%

(JOB) size reductions of integer columns for only 1% and 7% higher query times. Traditionally the

4https://docs.cloud.sdu.dk
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Figure 5.10: Size of integer columns and total runtimes of analytical benchmarks in Hyrise, with different
segment encodings.

only other option was to almost completely sacrifice query performance for similar or slightly better

compression, using LZ4. It reduces the memory consumption by 39% (TPC-H) and 54% (JOB) for a

staggering 24x-33x decline in query speed. This performance makes LZ4 a viable option only on rarely

queried columns.

GD Segments provide a new trade-off between query performance and compression, which is close

to the speed of FoR with better size reduction than LZ4. In TPC-H, GD segment variants achieve

compression between 51% and 58%, the highest among all encoders and 5-6x better than Dictionary

encoding. In terms of query performance, GD is 20-23% worse than unencoded segments, depending

on the relative importance of metrics that guided the deviation size selection. Results for GD are similar

in the Join Order Benchmark as well, with slightly higher compression (54-63%) and lower performance

(26-30%). The different weight configurations used to determine the deviation size work as intended.

The Late Materialization setting yielded the fastest GD Segment in both benchmarks, while Maximum

Compression is indeed the one with the lowest total memory consumption. As expected, the fixed 8-bit

deviation is worse than both of them.

5.6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have introduced a new column compression family based on generalized deduplica-

tion for integer sequences, and four practical designs for segment encoders in columnar databases.

They aim to optimize for both memory footprint reduction and efficient query execution, without

having to decompress the whole segment. We have shown that the performance of the proposed

segments is comparable to current state-of-the-art encoders, offering a new trade-off point between

compression and query speed. Additionally, we proposed an adaptive segment encoder selection
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Table 5.3: Detailed results of standalone evaluation of GD Segments. Values in bold indicate the best of the
column. MC, EQ, LM and EM in the Best Deviation Size (Dev) column marks which segment encoding
(and which deviation size in case of GD) yields the best overall choice for the given optimization goal.

Uniform Random Sorted Equi-Distance
Opt Dev Comp Rand Seq Scan Dev Comp Rand Seq Scan
MC 28 (MC) 3% 14 ns 10 ns 483 µs 17 41% 8 ns 7 ns 183 µs
EQ
LM

GD S1

EM
24 3% 13 ns 11 ns 359 µs 16 41% 6 ns 6 ns 182 µs

GD S2

MC 13 -48% 31 ns 21 ns 353 µs 10 40% 19 ns 12 ns 228 µs
EQ

16 -50% 19 ns 11 ns 369 µs
8 39% 15 ns 10 ns 225 µs

LM
EM 1 -50% 24 ns 9 ns 151 µs
MC 20 -20% 35 ns 23 ns 346 µs 7 20% 30 ns 14 ns 201 µs
EQ 23 -25% 31 ns 23 ns 311 µs
LM 24 -28% 29 ns 20 ns 352 µs

18 -13% 14 ns 10 ns 187 µsGD S3

EM 23 (EM) -25% 30 ns 23 ns 311 µs 13 6% 22 ns 11 ns 173 µs

GD S4

MC 21 -19% 50 ns 7 ns 89 µs 8 23% 34 ns 6 ns 71 µs
EQ

25 -28% 47 ns 6 ns 76 µs 26
(EM)

-30% 33 ns 5 ns 68 µsLM
EM 26 -31% 47 ns 6 ns 75 µs

Dictionary -50% 8 ns 7 ns 421 µs -100% 8 ns 4 ns 189 µs
FoR 0% 7 ns 6 ns 476 µs EQ, LM 50% 4 ns 4 ns 301 µs
LZ4 EQ, LM 0% 10 ns 3 ns 262 µs MC 65% 112 ns 13 ns 779 µs

Years Months
Opt Dev Comp Rand Seq Scan Dev Comp Rand Seq Scan
MC 6 (MC) 75% 26 ns 20 ns 408 µs 3 (MC) 87% 6 ns 6 ns 415 µs
EQ 4 84% 6 ns 6 ns 292 µs
LM 8 72% 5 ns 6 ns 297 µs

GD S1

EM
16 47% 5 ns 6 ns 314 µs

4 84% 6 ns 6 ns 292 µs

GD S2

MC 5 75% 12 ns 13 ns 272 µs 3 87% 6 ns 6 ns 328 µs
EQ

16 75% 6 ns 6 ns 257 µs 4 87% 6 ns 6 ns 232 µsLM
EM
MC 4 75% 14 ns 14 ns 290 µs
EQ
LM

GD S3

EM
16 75% 6 ns 6 ns 244 µs

4
(EQ, EM)

87% 5 ns 6 ns 231 µs

GD S4

MC 1 46% 32 ns 6 ns 185 µs
1 47% 39 ns 5 ns 295 µs

EQ 2 44% 31 ns 5 ns 182 µs
LM 8 25% 29 ns 5 ns 319 µs 16 0% 29 ns 5 ns 343 µs
EM 2 44% 31 ns 5 ns 182 µs 1 47% 39 ns 5 ns 295 µs

Dictionary EQ,LM,EM 75% 4 ns 4 ns 319 µs LM 75% 4 ns 4 ns 345 µs
FoR 75% 4 ns 5 ns 354 µs 75% 10 ns 4 ns 368 µs
LZ4 65% 97 ns 12 ns 711 µs 84% 66 ns 8 ns 535 µs
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Table 5.4: Detailed results of standalone evaluation of GD Segments on Time Series and Primary Key synthetic
datasets (continuation of 5.3)

Time Series Primary Key
Opt Dev Comp Rand Seq Scan Dev Comp Rand Seq Scan
MC 21 28% 8 ns 7 ns 168 µs 15 50% 10 ns 9 ns 231 µs
EQ 8 50% 9 ns 7 ns 139 µs
LM 16 47% 6 ns 6 ns 238 µs

GD S1

EM
16 28% 7 ns 6 ns 167 µs

8 50% 9 ns 7 ns 139 µs

GD S2

MC 12 26% 18 ns 14 ns 200 µs 9 50% 13 ns 8 ns 145 µs
EQ

16 6% 11 ns 7 ns 189 µs 8 50% 10 ns 7 ns 159 µs
LM
EM 3 -47% 21 ns 9 ns 129 µs 3 39% 14 ns 8 ns 131 µs
MC 12 1% 24 ns 12 ns 185 µs 4 32% 24 ns 11 ns 201 µs
EQ
LM

GD S3

EM
23 -20% 13 ns 8 ns 146 µs 18 -6% 11 ns 7 ns 171 µs

GD S4

MC 12 11% 46 ns 6 ns 73 µs 6 33% 41 ns 7 ns 79 µs
EQ

16
(EQ,LM,EM)

3% 32 ns 4 ns 69 µs
8 (EM) 28% 35 ns 5 ns 84 µs

LM 16 0% 28 ns 5 ns 103 µs
EM 8 (EM) 28% 35 ns 5 ns 84 µs

Dictionary -47% 6 ns 4 ns 145 µs -100% 7 ns 4 ns 202 µs
FoR 0% 5 ns 4 ns 310 µs LM 50% 4 ns 4 ns 275 µs
LZ4 MC 57% 180 ns 20 ns 103 µs MC 65% 110 ns 13 ns 744 µs

scheme for autonomous databases, based on the same diagnostic and evaluation mechanism we use

to automatically select the best configuration for our segment.

Our future plans include enhancing the storage layer of Hyrise with i) the ability to collect detailed,

segment-level usage statistics, including the frequency and predicate of table scans, ii) a standardized

set of performance measurements to evaluate segment encoders at their full parameter space, and iii)

an encoding selection framework that combines the experienced usage patterns of segments with the

performance metrics of potential encoders to find the best possible one, and re-evaluates this decision

when the usage patterns sufficiently change.
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